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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The 1930 annual cost responsibi I ity and user-generated 
revenue were determined for each vehicle class. A 
comparison of these indicated the share of the burden paid 
by each vehicle class. 
The ~following summary of percent responsibi I ity borne 
shows that automobiles and pickups paid 157 percent of their 
share and trucks paid 54 percent of their share, based on 
the 1980 tax structure. This summary also indicates the 
impact of increasing the fuel surtax on trucks in terms of 
achieving equity in revenue paid among vehicle classes and 
also in terms of total revenue increase. Another summary is 
presented which sho,ws revenue generated by veh i c I e type. 
To produce equity, any increase in tax rate must be 
directed toward vehicles that are currently underpaying. 
Any "across the board" tax increase would result in 
increasing automobiles' subsidy of other vehicle classes. 
The net worth of the Kentucky maintained system is 
$76,931,550,000. The annuity value plus annual expenditures 
____________ for maintenance and administration _is 2 bi 11 ion dol Jars. 
The 1980 budget was approximately $850,000,000. 
Heavily loaded two-axle trucks have a significant cost 
responsibility; they are exempt from the 2¢ per gallon motor 
fuel surtax. 
2 
SUMMARY OF PERCENT RESPONSIBILITY BORNE 
1980 TAX ALTERNATIVES WITH ADDITIONAL MOTOR FUEL 
STRUCTURE (aJ TAX ON TRUCKS WITH THREE OR MORE AXLES (bl 
VEHICLE $0.09 & $0.09 & $0.09 & $0.09 & 
TYPE $0.12 $0.16 $0.21 $0.36 
Standard and 
Compact Autos 164 162 158 152 138 
Subcompact 
Autos 157 156 152 146 132 
Pickups 141 140 136 l3l 119 
Buses 31 31 30 29 26 
REGISTERED 
WEIGHT CLASS 
FOR TRUCKS 
____ tEQ_U n gJU __________________________________________________ ---------------------------·------------
6,000 71 71 75 82 96 
10,000 70 70 68 66 60 
14,000 55 55 55 55 56 
18, 0 0 0 47 47 47 47 48 
22,000 56 59 57 58 59 
26,000 64 64 65 66 68 
32,000 48 49 53 53 71 
38,000 47 48 54 60 77 
44,000 57 59 64 71 87 
55,000 49 50 56 62 80 
62,000 50 52 57 64 81 
73,280 50 51 57 64 81 
82,000 55 56 62 69 85 
ADDITIONAL 
REVENUE 
CThousandsJ 
$4,026 $20,130 $40,259 $100,647 
(al 1980 tax structure with motor fuel tax at $0.09 per gallon on 
vehicles with two axles and $0.11 per gal I on on vehicles with three or 
more axles. 
(bJ Alternatives are for 1980 tax structure with motor fuel tax of 
$0.09 per gallon on vehicles with two axles and motor fuel tax on 
vehicles with three or more axles varying from $0.12 to $0.36 per 
gallon. 
3 
SUMMARY OF REVENUE GENERATED 
REVENUE GENERATED (Do II ars l TOTAL 
VEHICLE REGISTERED TOTAL PER REGISTERED PER VEHICLE-
CLASS VEHICLES (X 1,000) VEHICLE MILE 
AUTOS 1,779,104 $287,466 161.58 0.017 
PICKUPS 
& 6,000(b) 560,929 96,645 172.29 0.018 
BUSES Cal 4,633 Cal 0. 0 31 
10,000 16,561 22,454 L 355.84 0.034 
14,000 7,620 5' 177 679.40 0. 0 36 
18,000 11.801 5,507 466.66 0.038 
22,-0_Q_Q_ ________ 4_,_;:l_n_ _____ s_,_:;_o_3 ______ L~25_L62 ______ JL._Q_:;s_ ________________ 
26,000 11,701 6,127 523.63 
32,000 4,392 6,508 1,481.79 
38,000 1,342 6,395 4,765.28 
44,000 5,511 6,597 1,197.06 
55,000 2,316 10,175 4,393.35 
62,000 3,312 11,256 3,398.55 
73,280 5,519 34,414 6,235.55 
82,000 7' 313 30,207 4,130.59 
Cal Buses are included in truck weight classes. 
(b) Registered weight classes for trucks. 
0.044 
0.047 
0.047 
0. 057 
0.051 
0.056 
0.057 
0.063 
INTRODUCTION 1800 and the 1830's. Those acts 
authorized collection of funds for 
Costs of highway facilities have specific projects or the formation of 
generally been considered as being the private companies to construct and operate 
direct responsibi I ity of users of those transportation faci I ities. As late as the 
faci I ities. Some early roads were funded 1930's, there were two private toll 
by landowners whose property the route ferries and one private to! I bridge 
traversed. In Eng! ish tradition, this was operating at Burnside on the Cumberland 
a servitude of the landowner to the king. River. 
The king's highways were also usually The Kentucky Department of Pub! ic 
available for public use --often tolls Roads was organized in accordance with 
were collected. Permits and franchises to Section 2, Chapter 16, Acts of the 1912 
operate toll roads ensued. Tolls were Kentucky Legislature. The Legislature 
assigned on perceived benefits to the directed the Department to provide aid to 
users. Freight and passenger coaches were the counties in surveying, making maps of 
charged more than private vehicles. The pub! ic roads, locating new roads, and 
US mail carrier was sometimes exempted by relocating existing roads. Counties were 
statute from paying to! Is. Some mail to provide chainmen, rodman, and axemen. 
contracts were bid at extremely low rates An anoual appropriation of $25,000 was 
in order for the carrier to receive free provided; however, only $101191.20 was 
__ P a ,;,;a;J~ __ o_v~r:-~_h_e h_i~~Wil}',;._ So -~al_l_ecl __ p o s t --~p~n<J"~ _dtJ_r_il1_[__t~€;_i_i_r_sj: __ f i s c ll_l __ ,v€;_ar- . __ _ 
roads were funded largely for the purpose The 1914 General Assembly further 
of enabling delivery of the mail. recognized the importance of highways .and 
The allocation of highway costs to directed that a system of pub! ic roads 
various classes of vehicles has been a connecting county seats be constructed. 
primary concern of modern times. Trucks That same legislature created a trust 
and automobiles are the predominant users. fund, the State Road Fund, for the 
PROVIDERS OF PUBLIC ROADS IN KENTUCKY 
Government has bean charged with the 
responsibility for providing services or 
faci I ities not reasonably available to the 
public through their own initiative. 
Turnpikes or toll roads were recognized 
very early (1797l as means of funding 
transportation faci I ities in Kentucky. In 
a history of Kentucky highways (1), the 
following quotation is found: 
"By act of March 1, 1779, Joseph 
Crockett was appointed to erect a 
turnpike <i.e., tollgatel at some 
convenient placa, and purchase as 
much land as may be necessary for 
that purpose, not exceeding two 
acres, on the road leading from Crab 
Orchard to Cumberland Gap, beyond 
where the road from Madison 
courthouse intersects said road. The 
turnpike <tollgatel was to be farmed 
out to the highest bidder, who should 
give bond and security payable to the 
Governor of the State for the 
faithful payment of his bid." 
Similar legislation was passed between 
specific purpose of funding construction 
of a state highway system. 
In March 1973, by Executive Order 
73-288, the Kentucky Department of 
Transportation was formed. The Department 
was created by combination of the existing 
DeA~rtment of Highways, Department of 
Motor Vehicle Regulation, Department of 
Aeronautics, and other state agencies 
involved in the bui !ding and operation of 
transportation systems and services. 
CONCEPTS 
Incremental Costs -- To amortize and 
perpetuate a highway system fairly and 
directly, each vehicle must pay for those 
services in proportion to their share of 
design, construction, maintenance, and 
operating costs. License fees and fuel 
taxes are traditional means for collecting 
transportation monies. Tax rates are 
genera II y estab I i shed on the basis of 
geometric and structural needs to serve 
automobiles only. Additional costs 
required to serve larger and heavier 
vehicles, in respect to their types and 
numbers, are considered solely the 
responsibi I ity of those vehicles. 
Escalating costs of new construction, 
reconstruction <to extend service-! ifel, 
and maintenance, without commensurate 
increases in user taxes and revenues,. have 
the effect of depleting asset values of 
pavements in terms of mileages and quality 
of service that may be provided. In 
addition to inflationary effects, 
increased legal axle loads wi II cause 
pavements to deteriorate prematurely and 
will result in the expenditure of funds 
ahead of schedule. Increases in legal 
axle load I imits are unpredictable; 
therefore, their resultant effects cannot 
be projected. 
Designed Service-Life vs Life ln 
Years --Pavement I ife, in years, depends 
upon the accuracy of the prediction of 
design traffic volumes, as well as 
~-P_ma_p_sj_t_iM __ Q_f the t r a f f i c stream i n te rms 
of axle configurations and axleloads. If 
traffic growth, especially heavy vehicles, 
exceeds the forecast, the life of the 
pavement in years will be shortened. 
Service-life is measured in terms of the 
number of weighted load repetitions 
actually applied or designed to be 
applied. The ratio of the cumulative 
number of equ iva I ent loads app I i ed by the 
end of the service I ife to the number 
designed to be carried is a measure of the 
accuracy of the prediction of the 
characteristics of the traffic stream. 
Pavements may reach design service in 
fewer, or more, years than expected. In 
terms of incremented user costs, either 
would be somewhat inconsequential -- that 
is, funds should have been generated to 
finance ~reconstruct ion o~f the facility; 
Payload~ Incremental User Costs 
Freight and hauling costs are intricately 
related to payload, mechanical efficiency 
of the vehicle, speed, etc. In highway 
transportation, incrementa I or pro rata 
costs of facilities must be included in 
total cost analyses. Generally, 
transporters are aware of highway costs 
only in terms of license fees and fuel 
taxes. Pavements are very sensitive to 
wheel or axleloading. A pavement designed 
to carry a given distribution and 
summation of traffic loadings can be 
ruined by a few severe overloads (2l. The 
5 
severity increases in a geometric 
progression. For instance, a 20,000-pound 
single axle is 1.5 times more damaging 
than an 18,000-pound single axle. 
Benefit-Diffusion Some roads or 
streets may not generate sufficient funds 
to be self sustaining and other facilities 
must compensate or make up shortfalls. In 
such cases, the philosophical view is that 
the total system benefits all. 
Effects of Increased Le.9.£1 Axleloads 
--Data indicate a significant nu1ober of 
axles weigh more than the legal weight 
limits. Those excesses may be takan into 
account in pavement design. Future truck 
configurations <axles per truckl and their 
numbers may be predicted. Generally, 
those forecasts have been based on the 
assumption that legal axle weights would 
not be increased. Legal gross weights 
we re i n c r e as ~-~-__ fQQ_r__t_j_me § __ f_r_g_m __ l_2_ 5 O __ _:!:_g _____ t_b__~--
present. Following each increase, there 
was a gradual change in the style of truck 
--toward the higher allowable number of 
axles (3). The effect on pavements was 
similar to that of increasing the numbers 
of older style trucks having fawar axles 
before the increase was implemented. 
It may be assumed that the spectral 
density or frequency of 13,000-poLod axlas 
wi I I merge upward and that a percEntage of 
overloads wi II persist. That does not 
mean that a! l truck axles in a traffic 
stream wi II rise to the new !era! level 
<20,000 pounds for single axles). 
However, axleloads of 20,000 pounds induce 
1.5 times the damage of an 18,SOO-pound 
axle and a 22,000-pound axle (2,000-pound 
overloadl would be 2.2 times as damaging 
as an 18> oo~o-pound axle load. 
Presently, Kentucky's legal weight 
limits are: 20,000 pounds for single 
axles; 34,000 pounds for two axles in 
tandem; 50,000 pounds for three axle 
vehicles; and 82,000 pounds as the maximum 
gross weight. A tolerance of 5 percent 
per axle load is permitted, not to exceed 
maximum gross weight of 82,000 pounds. 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
A 1956 in-depth study of highway 
funding in Kentucky, conducted by the 
Bureau of Business Research, University of 
Kentucky, Col lege of Commerce, was the 
last major review (4) of Kentucky highway 
cost distributions. That study was a 
Commission 
automobile 
6 
to determine 
and truck cost 
companion to a 1955 Automotive Safety responsibi I ities, September· 1973 
Foundation's study of highway needs in (8). 
Kentucky (5). Both studies were conducted 3. Study of transportation needs in 
with the sponsorship and professional Kentucky by the Legislative 
assistance of the Kentucky Department of Research Commission, September 
Highways, the US Bureau of Public Roads, 1975 (9). 
and the Kentucky Legislative Research 4. study of highway cost allocation 
Commission. by the Georgia Department of 
A basic component of the Kentucky Transportation, March 1979 (10). 
study was an incremental analysis of 5. Guida! ines to study highway cost 
highway expenditures in Kentucky (6). The allocations by the Congressional 
incremental assignments of responsibi 1 ity Budget Office, February 1979 
for highway expenditures varied with type (11). 
of design element and the purpose of the 6. Florida's highway cost allocation 
expenditure. Increments were dependent study, September 1979 (12l. 
upon whether the work was new 7. FHWA report to the 1982 Congress 
construction, resurfacing, or resurfacing (draft copy) C13l. 
and widening. In each of those 8. A Kentucky Legislative Research 
-~a_te_gnr:_i_e_s_, __ i_n_c_~_em_e_n_t_s ___ w_eJ"iL_d_e_p_e_n_d_enL_up_o/L _______________ _e_o_mm_i_ss_Lo_n_ __ L28_l ___ s_t_u_dy _____ of __ h_Lghwa)i 
whether expenditures were for grading and costs and revenues (14l. 
drainage, pavement, or structures. The 9. Reports issued in 1981 by the 
Division of Research, Kentucky Department Transportation Research Board 
of Highways, provided increments of (15l. 
indices for weight- and size-function 10. A 1980 review of state taxing 
expenditures used in that analysis. systems (16). 
There have been major changes in the 
weights and sizes of vehicles as well as 
increases in traffic volumes. Those 
changes have made desirable a reevaluation 
of the assignment of costs. The oil 
embargo of 1973 and 1974 and attendant 
increases in fuel costs have been 
significant factors leading to the current 
economic status of the country. Road 
materials and construction costs have 
increased substantially since 1973. 
The relationship between road and 
street costs and revenue-s produced by 
various vehicle classes probably has 
changed since the 1956 analysis. 
Following is a 1 ist of research by other 
states and by the Federa 1 Highway 
Administration that has provided new and 
improved methods and procedures for 
conducting highway cost allocation 
studies: 
l. 
2. 
Study of the allocation of 
highway cost responsibi 1 ities and 
tax payments for 1969 by the 
Federal Highway Administration, 
May 1970 OJ. 
Study by the Iowa State Highway 
METHODS OF ASSIGNING COSTS 
Users (travelers on the roadl as well 
as nonusers (ail others receiving some 
benefit from the roadl receive distinct 
and separate benefits from highways and 
streets. Adjacent lands are appreciated 
in value even though they may not have 
direct access. More economical freight 
movement may lead to reduced costs of 
food, building materials, and a variety of 
other consumer products to all citizens. 
The 1956 Kentucky study was an 
attempt to determine a wei !-founded and 
reasonable division of responsibilty of 
expenditures between classes of users and 
nonusers. Several methods were proposed 
and are described below. 
1. Added expenditure. Highway users 
pay for those additional costs 
necessitated since the advent of the motor 
vehicle. Property owners and the 
public pay an amount equal to the 
roads before motor vehicles 
significant. 
2. Differential benefits. 
benefits enjoyed by motorists, 
general 
cost of 
became 
Various 
property 
7 
owners, and the general pub! ic as a is the motorists' responsibi 1 ities. 
consequence of road improvements are Finally, results obtained by the two 
evaluated. In the case of users, benefits approaches are averaged to obtain an end 
may be measured in terms of time and result. 
mileage savings. The savings are then The 1956 Kentucky report concluded 
assigned a value per ton-mile and are used that "a glance at these methods should 
to allocate tax responsibilities among make one fact clear• scientific knowledge 
different groups. has not advandad to the extent that an 
3. Standard .QL reasonable cost. equitable division of cost responsibility 
Highway-user charges that wi II amortize a can be positively and unequivocally 
representative facility are determined and established." 
translated into cost per ton-mile of In the 1956 Kentucky study, 10 to 15 
travel on that road. The cost per ton- percent of all road costs were allocated 
mile is then applied to total ton-mileage to indirect users. This proportionment in 
for all facilities and the necessary other studies ranges from 5 to 25 percent. 
revenue figure is obtained. Deficiencies Sources of indirect funds in Kentucky have 
in revenue, thus determined, must be borne included property taxes, coal severance 
by a II. taxes, fed era I genera I funds through the 
4. Relative use. Statistical data Appalachian Development Program, and local 
regarding traffic volume, ortgtns and private fundings (industrial, commercial, 
des:t_Ln_a_tLon_s_, _____ r_a_a_d_=us_eJ· _____ cJtar-a_cter-_Lsi.Lcs_, __ an_d_r-e.s.Lden_t.i_aJ ___ d_e_ve_Lop_e_r-sJ_. _______________________ _ 
and other information are analyzed. Costs In view of the nature and types of 
of each highway are then divided among road facilities normally funded by 
users, property owners, and the general property taxes and local governmental 
pub! ic on the basis of the amount of agencies, the entire system of state 
through, neighborhood, and local traffic, maintained highways and streets (24,777 
respectively, on the highway. miles) was considered to be the 
5. Predominant use. Highways are responsibility of highway users. The 
classified according to their predominant County Road Aid and Municipal Aid 
use or benefit, and costs are assigned Programs, amounting to 40 mi 1 J ion dol Jars 
accordingly. Costs of highways designed annually are allocated from the Road Fund 
to provide optimum mobility of traffic are to the local governments. The statutory 
assigned to users. Local rural roads and 1 imitations on those funds would severely 
urban access streets are primarily for the restrict the size of construction projects 
benefit of adjacent property owners and such that most work performed would be 
local communities and are thus financed considered as nominal maintenance. County 
through property taxes or other local Road Aid and Municipal Aid should be 
contributions. Costs of intermediate considered as sustaining expenditures on 
roads are divided in some indefinite ratio the 44,454 miles of roads and streets that 
between users and nonus·EfnL are not state rna i nta ined.-
6. Earnings credit. The highway- Allocation of road user costs between 
user charge, on a vehicle-mile basis, automobiles and trucks is the primary 
necessary to amortize the total costs of thrust of this research. Several 
primary highways is applied to traffic different methods have been used by 
down through the various levels of the various researchers in arrtvtng at an 
highway systems. The amount by which equitable cost distribution. A brief 
revenues thus computed falls short of description of seven of these methods 
paying the total highway costs is the follows. 
nonuser cost responsibility. Local taxes l. Standard Cost Method. This 
necessary to pay for the total costs of method is similar in many respects to the 
local rural roads and urban access streets method identified by the same name used 
are appl led up through the system. The for determining the allocation between 
amount by which such local taxes falls road user and nonuser, as discussed 
short of meeting the total highway costs previously. In this approach, the ton-
8 
mileages for each type and weight group lcl costs that are neither size- and 
are estimated for the mid-year of an weiQht- nor highway-use related. 
improvement program. The use of ton-miles The allocation of cost responsibi I ity 
in computing costs substantially favors under this method is as follows: 
commercial vehicles, particularly the lal Road costs incurred that are 
heavier types. size- and weight-related are 
~- Space-Time Method. This method assigned to all vehicles on the 
suggests that highway use by various basis of gross ton-miles of 
vehicle classes may be measured by the travel, 
amount of space occupied by a particular lbl Costs associated with highway use 
vehicle and the time it takes the vehicle are assigned on the basis of 
to traverse a given distance. This theory vehicle-miles of travel, and 
advances the idea that the amount of lcl Costs not associated with highway 
highway surface or space required largely use or size and weight are 
determines the costs of the facility. assigned on a per-vehicle basis. 
3. Operating Cost Method. In this 6. · Gross Ton-Mile ~1ethod. This 
method, attempts are made to allocate method of allocating user costs among the 
costs to the various classes of vehicles several classes of users is based on the 
on the basis of the value of service theory that each vehicle should be 
received. Tha method measures value of as3essed a tax responsibi I ity on tl1e basis 
________ s£u·_v_Lc_e ___ by ______ ~_eJ_at_LILe ____ am_oun.ts _____ o_f ____ m_o_to_l'_:c __ ~L_J:cJl_t_aL ___ t_on=m_i __ Le_s ___ Q_f _____ t_r_ay.e_L ____ f_o_r __ ::;ach __ 
vehicle operating costs, less taxes, and weight class. The ton-mi ie theory tends 
apportions taxes in accordance with those to allocate a larger share of cost 
costs. The operating cost theory proposes respons i b iIi ty to the heavier veh i c I e 
that value of highway service, in its most classes. Many authorities believe the 
fundamental sense, is determined by the theory sets the upper I imit for the level 
operating costs of the vehicle using the of taxes that should be assessed against 
road and that taxes apportioned according heavier vehicles. 
to operating costs will be approximately 7. I11creme11tai-Cost Method. Of the 
proportional to abi I ity or wi II ingness to theories and methods devised for 
pay. determining an equitable allocation of 
4. Differential-Benefit Method. The highway costs among the various vehicle 
contention in the differential-benefit classes, the incremental method- appears 
concept is that total user tax payments superior. The incremental method seeks to 
should be apportioned to the several assign responsibility for each element of 
classes of vehicles in proportion to highway cost to the vehicles that occasion 
benefits received by each user class. the cost. The foundation of this method 
Therefore, the method uses a direct is the concept that each element of 
application of the benefits-received highway design and cost can be subdivided 
theory of highway taxation. It is well into increments caused by vehicles of 
accepted that this method is theoretically different types, sizes, and weights. The 
sound, but it is usually prohibitive to incremental method requires a sizeable 
administer because of the tremendous data number of calculations founded on a large 
base and manpower necessary. data base; but through its application, 
5. Cost-Function Method. The cost- sound engineering judgment can be 
function method was developed by exercised as opposed to many arbitrary 
researchers in the motor-carrier industry procedures adopted for the sake of 
and classifies all highway costs by three simplicity. The incremental-cost method 
categories: was chosen for the basic analysis of 
Cal costs that are size- and weight- assignments of user <automobiles and 
related, trucks! costs. Certain modifications 
lbl costs associated with highway considered proper for the Kentucky 
use, and analysis have been made. 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM USAGE 
9 
Transportation's Division of Project 
Development, each county was classified as 
The first step in determining costs baing predominately represented by either 
and revenues attributable to the highway flat, rol I ing, or mountainous terrain. 
system was that of esL,bl ishing the degree ~li les of each route included on the 
of stratification necessary to adequately statewide mileage file were coded so that 
represent the variability of costs and distributions by terrain categories were 
revenues generated. The Federal-Aid available. 
System classification was selected as most Highway system distributions by land-
appropriate. It .should be noted that the use categories were available for the 
Non-Federal-Aid category was subdivided sampling of mileage included on the 
into state maintained, county maintained, Department of Transportation's Highway 
city maintained, and maintained by other Performance Monitoring System data file. 
agencies. Other characteristics of the Percentages of miles in each of the 
highway are rural or urban locations and highway system classes were calculated, 
number of lanes. Total mileage, vehicle- and total mileages from the Statewide 
miles traveled, and annual average daily Mileage File were proportionally 
traffic for each of the 22 highway classes distributed. 
are presented in Table 1. Roadway costs vary considerably for 
At this point, a clarification should many reasons. However, terrain and land-
be m a de _r~~~~cJif1''L___ the _hi;JJ1<Jay_ s:~st,;m ____ L/_se__ chi'r-act_'lt' i s t i c s (J(Jrnbi!1_ed ___ w_ii;_h __ t_i1 e __ _ _ _____ _ 
considered appropriate for distribution of traditional stratifications enable a 
costs. Expenditures on the Non-Federal- practical representation of costs. 
Aid categories of county maintained, city 
maintained, and other agency maintained 
were considered as maintenance 
expenditures and were not included in the 
tabulations of total annual costs. 
Excluded are the Non-Federal-Aid 
categories of county maintained, city 
maintained, and other agency maintained. 
Because all highway classes were 
stratified as rura I or urban, a total of 
six of the original 22 classes presented 
in Table 1 were not used in the cost 
responsibi I ity calculations. 
With Kentucky's varied terrain and 
land-use characteristics being a 
significant factor in determining the cost 
of highway construction, --it was necess-ary 
to stratify the highway system into more 
detail. By subdividing each rural class 
into three terrain categories (flat, 
rolling, mountainous) and each urban class 
into two land-use categories, a total of 
40 classes resulted. Total mileage and 
vehicle-miles traveled for the 40 classes 
are presented in Table 2. These 40 
classes were used in the cost 
responsibi I ity calculations. 
Percentages of mileages assigned to 
the terrain categories were obtained from 
the Statewide Mileage Fi I e. In a separate 
effort by the Kentucky Department of 
SYSTEM MILEAGE AHD VEHICLE-MILES TRAVELED 
Highway system mileage and vehicle-
miles traveled were summarized from the 
Statewide Mileage File maintained by the 
Division of Project Development. AI I 
highway systems and their corresponding 
mileages and vehicle-miles traveled are 
presented in Table 1. Total system 
mileage was 69,321 and total vehicle-miles 
traveled was 25,163,000,000. Of the total 
system mileage, 25,867 miles - were 
classified as Federal-Aid or State 
Maintained. These 25,867 miles represent 
37.3 percent of the total mileage and 93.5 
percent of the total vehicle-miles 
--traveled. Vehicle-miles·traveled i-n eaoh 
of the 22 highway classes were used to 
determine revenues generated by each 
vehicle type. Total miles in each of the 
40 highway classes presented in Table 2 
were used to calculate annual costs of the 
system and cost responsibilities. Maximum 
stratifications were used for the cost 
components because the data were avai I able 
for the refinements. The additional 
detai I provided more accurate results for 
use in assigning cost responsibilities. 
VEHICLE CLASSIFICATIONS 
Data from the vehicle classification 
file were used to determine 
classifications based on axle 
configurations for the Federal-Aid System 
classifications. These classifications 
were refined using rural or urban 
designations and number of lanes for a 
total of 22 categories. Vehicle 
classification data were not avai I able for 
the additional stratifications of terrain 
and land use. The vehicle classification 
file contains data from classification 
counts conducted at approximately 1,800 
sites throughout Kentucky; at 284 of those 
sites, counts are performed on a regular 
basis. At the other sites, no pattern for 
monitoring has been established. The most 
recent classification data that have been 
edited are for 1978 and those data are 
presented in Table 3. 
To adequately allocate cost 
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categories for trucks is I isted in Table 
6. 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM COSTS 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT COMPONENTS 
To determine total ann~al costs for 
the highway system in Kentucky, it was 
necessary to develop construction, 
replacement, or current value costs 
representing capital investment components 
of the highway. Data were summarized for 
the following components of roadway costs: 
ll pre I iminary design anc engineering, 21 
right-of-way, 3J uti 1 ities, 41 grade and 
drain, 5) pavements and shoulders, and 6J 
bridges. 
Methods of De termini no Cr,sts 
____ _r-asR-on_s_Lb_i_Li_t_Le_s_, _______ Lt _____ w_a_s ____ ne_c_e_s_s_ar_)l _____ t_o _____________________ _ 
transform vehicle classifications, by axle 
configuration, into vehicle gross weight 
categories. It should be noted that 
vehicle gross weights used in this study 
are maximum gross weights for which the 
vehicles are registered to operate. This 
was accompl ishad using data from the 1977 
Census of Transportation <171, which 
presents a cross-classification of trucks 
by axle configuration and gross weight. 
In Table 4, distributions of trucks with 
weight categories of 6,000 to 82,000 
pounds and axle configurations from 
pickups and other single-unit, two-axle, 
four-tire vehicles up to eight-axle 
combination trucks are presented. It was 
also necessary to distribute the 
percentages of vehicles in gross weight 
categories (Table 41 to the basic highway 
system classifications. That distribution 
is presented in Table 5. 
DISTRIBUTION OF VEHICLE-MILES TRAVELED 
An intermediate step in allocating 
cost responsibilities is the distribution 
of vehicle-miles traveled. Again, the 22 
highway system categories for which 
vehicle classification data were available 
were used <although only 16 categories 
were used to assign cost>. The 
distribution of vehicle-miles traveled for 
the vehicle classes of automobiles, 
pickups, buses, and 13 maximum weight 
Bridges 
Historically, estimates of bridge 
construction costs were made by using deck 
area as the only criterion. That is a 
simple method, but many other variables 
obviously affect construction costs. 
An economic model was developed using 
data from recently constructed bridges. 
All bridge projects let to contract in 
calendar years 1975 through 1979, except 
those that were pedestrian bridges, 
maintenance, overlay, or widening 
projects, were used to develop the model. 
The sample size was 347 bridges. 
An exponential equation having four 
variables was derived using a sample of 
data and was then applied to all bridges. 
These four variables were number of 
bridges> ·contract year, ·deck area, and 
maximum span length. Using data from the 
Department of Transportation's Bridge 
Inventory File, an adequate representation 
of the average bridge cost was calculated. 
A detailed discussion of the development 
of the mathematical model for determining 
bridge construction costs is presented in 
Appendix A. 
Other Components 
In assigning cost responsibi I ities to 
highway users, it was necessary to 
determine construction, replacement, or 
current value costs for each of the 40 
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highway classes previously presented in 7 for the 40 stratifications distributed 
Table 2. Unit costs for all capital by percentages based on terrain and land-
investment components except bridges were use categories. As previously noted, 
developed by the Kentucky Department of detailed mileage data were available from 
Transportation's Division of Project the Statewide Mileage File. 
Development. The historical file of Costs for the capital investment 
project costs was the primary source of components were summarized so the number 
unit cost data. of highway classes was reduced from 40 to 
The data file included costs for 16. It was also necessary to assign 
pre! iminary engineering and design, right- expected I ife to each of the components in 
of-way, uti I ities, and construction. order to determine annual costs. Previous 
Representative sections of completed cost allocation studies (7, 8, 10, 12) 
interstate segments in Kentucky were were reviewed, and it appears that factors 
selected according to urban land use or for cost a! location to vehicle types used 
rural terrain and number of lanes. These in this study generally represent a 
sections varied in length from 0.7 mile to combination of the other sources. A I ife 
6.2 miles. Since Kentucky does not have expectancy of 50 years was assigned to 
any six-lane, rural interstate sections, a preliminary design and engineering, 
cost correlation was applied to the uti I ities, srade and drain, and bridges. 
respective four-Jane segments to reflect Rigflt-of-way costs were annualized over 
the increase in cost for the additional 100 years, and pavement and shoulders were tW_O____ I an e s . ____________ A ________ c 0 S_t ____ Tn-c-re as-e -- -Of-- ----expected--~fO _____ fUrl-CfTO_n ___ OV_e_r--a--p-e-r-ro-Cf ____ O_f--2--if -------------------
approximately 20 percent was used for each years. Using the appropriate I ife 
component except pre! iminary engineering. expectancy for each of the capital cost 
Pre! iminary .engineering costs were assumed components, total annual costs for the 16 
to be five percent of the authorized highway classes were calculated and are 
construction costs. Construction costs presented in Table 8. 
included both grade and drain costs and 
pavement and shoulder costs. 
In order to base unit costs on 1980 
dollars, a factor representing the 
composite construction costs index for the 
year the project was authorized was 
appl Jed. The composite construction costs 
were those used by the Federal Highway 
Administration to reflect the current cost 
structure of the highway construction 
industry (13). 
A different methodology was used for 
the.Federal~Aid.Primary, Secondary, Urban, 
and Hen-Federal-Aid project costs because 
the cost data were not readily avai !able 
in the required format. Project planning 
study costs plus an inflation factor were 
used to determine unit costs. However, 
project planning studies have not been 
prepared for all categories of highway 
classifications. When this was the case, 
judgment, experience, and 
costs with other categories 
unit costs. 
comparison of 
were used for 
Unit and Annual Costs Q£ Components 
AI I unit costs are presented in Table 
r1ethods .O.llocation Vehicle 
Tyoes 
Using total annuai costs for each of 
the capita I investment components in Tab I e 
8, distributions were made to the various 
vehicle types. Allocation factors for the 
pre! iminary design and engineering, right-
of-way, and uti I ities components were 
based entirely on vehicle-miles traveled 
by the vehicle classes. However, 
allocation factors for grade and drain, 
pavecme.nts and.shoulders, and bridges were 
developed with cost increments based on 
variables such as highway type, vehicle 
type and weight, and pavement damage 
factors. Presented in the following 
sections are discussions of the cost 
allocation factors for grade and drain, 
pavements and shoulders, and bridges. 
Grading and Drainage 
AI locations of expenditures for 
grading and drainage were made on a 
combined basis of vehicle-miles of travel 
for each vehicle type and factors based on 
gross weights. Capital expenditures for 
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grading vary greatly with terrain. For Typical pavement designs and their 
example~ the cost per mile on rural, two- accompanying thicknesses are an integral 
lane sections of Federal-Aid-Primary in part of the traditional approach. 
rolling and mountainous terrians are 33 For this study, pavement and shoulder 
and 100 percent, respectively, greater cost allocation was based completely on 
than for flat terrain. Some of the the concept of proportional distribution 
increase is common to all vehicles. There of Equivalent Axle Loads CEALJ. Percent 
are minimum acceptable standards for grade cost responsibility was related directly 
and sight distance and level cross section to accumulated 18-kip EAL's for a 20-year 
that must be provided. However, portions design period for each highway 
of those increased costs are assignable to classification. Damage factors and 
certain classes of vehicles. repititions of vehicle types were 
The ability of a vehicle to maintain developed from historical W-4 Tables and 
speed is a function of highway grade and were used to calculate EAL's. The 
horsepower-to-weight ratio. That ratio accumulated 18-kip EAL's for a 20-year 
tends to decrease with increasing gross design period and damage factors are 
vehicle weight. Thus, a heavy vehicle presented in Table 10 for each highway 
requires a flatter grade to maintain a classification. The total accumulated 
constant speed. Additional costs of EAL's for each vehicle type in Table 10 
grading and drainage necessary to provide were converted to percentages and 
a f I at te r 9_1'"<l_cli> ___ ,sh()l1_1d be bQrr,e __ ill' ___ h_e,.vi.,_r _____ }>_t"_e_s_e_nt_ecl _i_l1_l.3!J_J_e __ l_!_· _____ ~ not her con ve r s i on 
vehicles. was made such that pavement and shoulder 
Horizontal alignment of a highway is cost responsibilities could be presented 
also affected, particularly on low-speed as vehicle registration weight 
roads, when larger vehicles are included classifications. The purpose was to 
in the ttaffic stream. Those vehicles summarize cost distribution and revenue 
have increased turning radii and thus data by vehicle registration weight 
require longer horizontal curves. classifications. Percent cost 
Factors used for vehicle types were responsibi I ity for the various vehicle 
adapted from a study by the Federal classes and/or weight registrations for 
Highway Administration C7l. That study each highway classification are presented 
indicated that for alI highway systems, in Table 12. 
except local, alI vehicles should share 
91.8 percent of grade and drain costs 
based on vehicle-miles traveled and 8.2 
percent should be borne exclusively by 
single-unit vehicles over 10,000 pounds 
and combination vehicles over 13,500 
pounds. For local roads, the percentages 
were93.6 and6,4, respectively, Cost 
allocation increments for grading and 
drainage construction are presented in 
Table 9. Similar factors were also used 
by Iowa (8). 
Pavement and Shoulders 
The method of cost allocation for 
pavements and shoulders differed 
significantly from the traditional 
incremental approach. The traditional 
approach rei ies on the concept of 
assigning cost respons i b iIi ty based on 
pavement cost increments for the various 
thicknesses of the pavement structure. 
·' Bridges 
Bridge construction expenditures were 
allocated on the basis of vehicle-miles 
traveled by each vehicle class and factors 
based on gross vehicle weight. The number 
of vehicle-miles-traveled by each veh+cle 
class is also a rough measure of the 
number of passes on bridges by each 
vehicle class. 
The Federal Highway Administration 
C7l cited detailed increments (Table 13J 
for each highway system classification. 
The first increment is shared by all users 
based on vehicle-miles traveled. Four 
other increments are shared by vehicles 
that have operating gross vehicle weights 
equal to or greater than 10,000 pounds. 
Values of those four increments are a 
function of operating gross weight of each 
vehicle and are distributed to each 
appropriate class on the basis of vehicle-
miles traveled. Georgia OOl and Iowa CSl 
used similar increments but appeared to 
use registered gross vehicle weight rather 
than operating gross vehicle weight. 
Summary of Distributed Costs 
Annua I cost respons i b iIi ties by 
highway system and vehicle classification 
for each of the six capital investment 
components were calculated. The vehicle 
classifications were standard and compact 
autos, subcompact autos, pickups, buses, 
and 13 registered gross vehicle weight 
classes. A summary of the distribution of 
capital investments to each vehicle 
classification is presented in Table 14. 
ANNUAL EXPENDITURES 
During 1980, annual expenditures 
l3 
for activities such as snow removal and 
sanding, traffic control, service 
faci I ities, unusual or disaster 
maintenance, and structure maintenance. 
Enforcement 
highway and Traffic supervision, 
traffic safety, and driver 
deemed to benefit a! I 
education were 
users equa II y. 
activities were Expenditures 
distributed 
vehicle-miles 
types. 
for those 
solely on 
traveled 
the basis of 
by all vehicle 
Vehicle size and weight enforcement 
activities deal with the truck segment of 
the traffic stream. Distributions of 
those expenditures were made to trucks 
only based on vehicle-miles traveled by 
each truck class. 
am~oun ±e~d~~-~~~~~-~±~o ~~~~~ ~ ~~~200~•~02A, 0~00~. ~~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~--Ihose ~~~-~--~--~-----­
expenditures were separated into three 
broad areas for distribution to each 
vehicle class= maintenance, enforcement, 
and administration. A summary of the 
distribution of these expenditures is 
presented in Table 15. 
Maintenance 
Pavement and shoulder expenditures 
were a! located on the basis of axle-miles 
of travel. All vehicles shared 80 percGnt 
of the expenditures and the remaining 20 
percent was shared by trucks only. 
For the primary road system, Iowa C8l 
assigned 80 percent of the expenditures 
for pavement maintenance to alI vehicles 
based on axle-miles traveled and 20 
percent to trucks only. All vehicles were 
charged with 85 percent of the total co$ts 
for shoulder maintenance and 15 percent 
was assigned to trucks only. The 
percentage assigned to all vehicles rose 
to 90 percent for secondary and municipal 
road systems. 
Similar results were noted in the 
Federal Highway Administration study (7), 
but the percentage assigned to a! I 
vehicles was nearly constant for each of 
the 12 highway systems I isted. 
AI i other annual maintenance 
expenditures were distributed to a! I 
vehicle classes on the basis of vehicle-
miles traveled C8l. The expenditures are 
Administration 
All expenditures for these activities 
were distributed to alI vehicle classes on 
the basis of vehicle-miles traveled. 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM REVENUES 
MOTOR FUEL TAX REVENUES 
Motor fuel tax 
from two sources: 
Kentucky and those 
Federal Government. 
revenues were derived 
those collected by 
col !ectad by the 
The tot a I from those 
two sources was in excess of $266 mi I I ion 
during 1980. Following are discussions of 
the procedures used to calculate 
distributions of revenue by vehicle types. 
KentuckY Motor Fuel Taxes 
To determine motor fuel tax revenues 
by vehicle classification, data 
representing vehicle classifications, 
miles traveled, fuel consumption, and 
motor fuel tax rates were required. 
Vehicle classification data based on axle 
configurations and summarized by the 22 
highway system categories were previously 
presented in Table 3. A simi Jar summary 
of vehicle-miles traveled for the 22 
categories was also required. Inasmuch as 
fuel taxes are levied on vehicle types 
based on the number of axles Ctwo cents 
per gallon surtax for vehicles having more 
14 
than two axles), it was necessary to Federal Motor Fuel Taxes 
distribute vehicle-miles traveled Revenues from federal motor fuel 
according to the axle configuration taxes were distributed in a manner very 
categories. Those data are presented in simi Jar to those revenues collected by 
Table 16. Kentucky. It was assumed that 
Rates of fuel consumption for each distribution of revenue by vehicle class 
vehicle type were determined by reviewing would be the same whether dealing with 
several sources that had presented data in taxes collected by Kentucky or the Federal 
various forms. The US Department of Government. Presented at the bottom of 
Transportation's cost allocation study in Table 18 is a I ine representing the 
1969 (7) was a comprehensive study; distribution of motor fuel tax revenues 
however, fuel consumption data for only collected by the Federal Government. 
six classes of trucks were presented. In As noted previously, Table 18 using 
the Iowa study (8), only three categories axle configuration categories was 
of fuel consumption data were used. They necessary since the fuel tax rate is a 
were for automobiles and pickups, single- function of the number of axles. 
unit trucks, and combination trucks. The Realizing the need to summarize all cost 
most comprehensive fuel consumption data and revenue data by vehicle maximum gross 
were presented in the US Department of weight categories, a transformation of 
Transportation's recent update of their data in Table 18 was mude. Prasented in 
_c_o~_t__ a II ocat ion _ st_u~l'_ _____ (l}J .................... Thl)se. T_abj~ ___ l9 _a,-e_m_()to_r .. _f_u_e~_j;ax reven_ues bX__ 
studies, along with recent fuel vehicle classifications based on weight 
consumption data from the Kentucky categories. Both Kentucky and federal 
Department of Transportation (20J and the motor fuel tax revenues are presented. 
American Trucking Association C2l), were 
the primary sources of data. Those and 
other sources (17, 22) were used in 
compilation of fuel consumption 
statistics. Data used in this study and a 
summary of data from other sources are 
presented in Table 17. 
The last item required for 
calculations of revenues generated by 
vehicle class was the motor fuel tax rate 
'for each class of vehicle. In Kentucky 
during the 1980 study period base year, 
the tax was levied at a rate of $0.09 per 
gallon for vehicles with two axles, and 
$0.11 per gal ion for vehicles with more 
than two axles. 
The first calculations of motor fuel 
tax revenues generated by vehicles of 
various classes resulted in a total 
revenue of $192,026,388. That total 
compared closely with motor fuel tax 
receipts of $190,177,518 published by the 
Kentucky Department of Revenue. An 
adjustment factor of 0. 99037 was app I i ed 
to all revenues generated by vehicle type 
and highway classification to arrive at 
adjusted values for Kentucky presented in 
Table 18. 
MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION 
Revenues generated from registrations 
of motor vehicles contribute to the Road 
Fund in Kentucky and they were included in 
this study. Thera are two methods of 
collection: by County Court Clerks and 
through apportioned registration. 
County Court Clerks 
The annual motor vehicle registration 
fee is paid to the County Court Clerk for 
the county in which the owner resides or 
in which the motor vehicle is operated. A 
broad out! ine of those fees is presented 
in Table 20. ·Many prorations, exemptions, 
and adjustments exist. The fees shown are 
the amount transferred to the Department 
of Transportation and do not include court 
clerk fees. 
The total motor vehicle registration 
fees collected by the County Court Clerks 
amounted to $37,020,000 in 1980. Of that 
amount, 
I i censes 
$20,473,000 was for passenger car 
and $12,405,000 was for truck 
I icenses. Miscellaneous I icenses and 
permits made up the difference. 
APPortioned Registration 
Many commercial vehicles operate a 
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portion of their total yearly mileage in the operation of automobiles and trucks. 
states other than their state of The fee is distributed as follows: $1.25 
registration. Kentucky is a member of the to the Transportation Fund; $1.75 to the 
International Registration Plan through General Fund; $0.50 to the photographic 
which a distribution of registration fees program; $0.25 fer driver education; and 
is made to member states. The cost of the $0.25 is returned to the issuing county's 
yearly registration is determined by road fund. A 2-year motorcycle operator's 
multiplying the percentage of miles I icense is also issued for a $4.00 fee and 
operated in each state by that state's fee distributed the same as the motor-vehicle 
and summing. Payment is made directly to operator's I icense. For the operator of 
the Department of Transportation, which both motor vehicles and motorcycles, a 
distributes fees to, and collects fees 2-year "combination" I icense is issued for 
from, other member states. An apportioned a $7.00 fee. That fee is distributed as 
vehicle is one that operates in two or follows: $2.50 to the Transportation 
more states that apportion fees and one Fund; $3.00 to the General Fund; $0.50 to 
that has a gross weight, including any the photographic program; $0.50 for driver 
combination trailers, in excess of 26,000 education; and $0.50 to the issuing 
pounds or one that has three or more county's road fund. Beginning January 1, 
axles. 1981, some licenses were issued for a 
Revenue data were collected from a 4-year period, and all I icenses issued 
_ _I§\1 i e w _ Qf___[)_e,e"rj:Jn_§11_t. ___ ()f_ T_r<lllSP_9_C19_liQfl ___ a f t e r __ De -"-~fllb_?_r__n_, ____ ],')~1L ___ "r_E) __ i;() __ b_e IJaLid 
records. Each apportioned vehicle for 4 years. 
registered in Kentucky was counted and its The portion of the operator's I icense 
fee multiplied by its percentage of miles fee that was dedicated to the General Fund 
traveled in this state. The resulting was not considered in this study. 
dollar amount represented Kentucky's share Remaining portions were distributed among 
of Kentucky's registration fee for each vehicle classes on the basis of vehicle-
vehicle. Those were summed for all miles traveled. Revenue from motor-
vehicles in each vehicle class. vehicle operator I icensas was $2,639,922 
The amount due was adjusted to in 1980. 
account for vehicles being out of service 
for maintenance, repair, wreck, sale, 
etc., for an extended time during the 
registration period. An attempt was made 
to account for those adjustments, but not 
all could be adequately considered. Thus, 
the calculated sum of all revenue did not 
match the total apportioned revenue 
reported by the Department of 
Transportation, The amount assigned to 
each vehicle class was adjusted by 
prorating the calculated sum to the total 
reported by the Department. 
No detailed breakdown was available 
concerning revenues sent to Kentucky by 
other member states. Those funds were 
assigned to vehicle classes in the same 
proportion as for those vehicles 
registered in Kentucky. 
OPERATOR'S LICENSES 
The motor-vehicle operator's I icense 
fee is $4.00 and is collected in advance 
for a 2-year period. The I icense is for 
OTHER REVENUES 
Other revenues attributable to 
highway users were road to I Is, motor-
carrier taxes, motor-vehicle usage taxes, 
and other federal taxes or funds. Road 
tolls, which are collected by vehicle type 
and number of axles, were transformed from 
to I I classes to weight classes to make 
them compatible with · the other data. 
Total receipts were $18,775,829 in 1980. 
Motor-carrier taxes were collected in 
three general categories. Registered 
automobiles, which were primarily 
taxicabs, made up a smal I portion of the 
revenue source. Buses were another minor 
source. Trucks were obviously the major 
component of this tax category and their 
receipts of $336,784 were distributed by 
vehicle-mi las of travel. 
Motor-vehicle usage tax was a 
significant portion of total revenues. 
The five percent usage tax was levied on: 
90 percent of the factory advertised price 
of automobiles and trucks weighing 10,000 
pounds and less, 81 percent of the retail 
price of trucks weighing over 10,000 
pounds, 100 percent of the averge retail 
value of used automobiles and trucks, and 
90 percent of the average retail price on 
used trucks over 10,000 pounds. In 
calendar year 1980, this tax generated 
$86,764,505. Vehicle-miles of travel were 
used for the distribution of those 
revenues. 
Federal taxes, other than those for 
motor fuel, amounted to $31,622,000 in 
1980. Of that total, $11,342,000 were 
distributed to all vehicles based on 
vehicle-miles of travel, and $20,280,000 
were distributed to trucks based on 
vehicle-miles. 
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to highway users. Overall, $312,242,000 
was nonuser generated revenue in 1980. 
Table 21 is a summary of all highway 
user-generated revenues distributed to the 
various vehicle classifications. The 
total for 1980 was $538,863,000. Motor 
fuel tax revenues collected by Kentucky 
amounted to approximately $190,177,000 of 
that total. Another $75,995,000 in motor 
fuel taxes was collected by the Federal 
Government. Of the $190,177,000 collected 
by Kentucky, approximately $59,927,000 was 
generated by trucks. Registration fees, 
operator I icenses, and usage taxes 
amounted to $134,441,000. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Another signifi"cant source of revenue In this effort to allocate costs to 
was the excess received from the Federal highway users, the cost responslbi l ity and 
.. _fii!ihloi_<!)l_ __ i\_<llll_LnJ_s.i:r"iLtiiJ_Q ___ q_v,-,.r ..... tb_a_i; ___ iLffiQ_tJI'l.l: ___ _I"Q-'L?Jl11?_ 9?JlQT_>'li:<:><:L ill-' __ Qil_~h _\IQ_bj_cL,-, _ _i:)! pe Qf" __ 
paid by Kentucky in federal motor fuel and maximum registered weight category have 
other miscellaneous taxes. Federal funds been determined. Cost responsibi I ity was 
received by Kentucky that were subdivided into annual capital investments 
attributable to the highway user amounted and annual expenditures. Capital 
to $194,437,000. However, only expenditures amounted to $2,007,305,000. 
$107.617.000 in federal fuel and use taxes This is a cost that results from 
were collected from Kentucky. The annualizing capital investments over the 
difference was $86,320,000, and it was I i fe expectancy of each component. 
distributed to all vehicles based on Obviously, the calculated annual capital 
vehicle-miles. investment cost is far in excess of the 
SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTED REVENUES 
Tot a I income to the Kentucky 
Department of Transportation during 
calender year 1980 amounted to 
$851,105,000. Obviously, a significant 
portion of that income was not generated 
by the highway user and should not be 
considered as revenue in this study. 
Specifically, a major revenue item, not 
user generated, was reimbursement from the 
Turnpike Authority for $170,166,165. Of 
this total, over $161 mi II ion was for bond 
issues related to Resource Recovery 
Projects. Also, $33,195,000 was 
transferred to the Department of 
Transportation as the portion of the coal 
severance tax designated for highways. 
Another $32,916,000 was an appropriation 
from the General Fund. Federal funds from 
the Federal Highway Administration 
amounted to $233,781,000 in 1930; however, 
only about $194,437,000 was attributable 
average capital construction outlay for 
Kentucky's state maintained highways. It 
is an apparent indication that Kentucky is 
fai I ing to provide sufficient construction 
funds to maintain its present system of 
highways. Annual expenditures other than 
capital construction amounted to 
$200,024,000. The total annual cost 
l'esponsib+l i ty was $2,207,329,000. 
Realizing that it may be more 
appropriate to present the cost 
responsibi I ity in terms of annual 
expenditures by the Department of 
Transportation, a distribution of the 1980 
expenditures was made. Only the 
proportion of expenditures that could be 
attributed to user-generated revenues was 
used. That proportion of expenditures for 
1980 amounted to $538,863,000. Table 22 
is a summary of the 1980 expenditure and 
the percent expenditure responsibility 
associated with each vehicle type or 
weight category. 
Also presented in Table 22 is a 
summary of the 1980 user-generated revenue 
and percent revenue generated by each 
vehicle type or weight category. To 
provide a representation of the 
relationship between expenditure 
respons i b iIi ty and revenue generated, the 
ratio of the revenue generated to 
expenditure responsibi I ity was calculated. 
This ratio clearly shows the magnitude of 
the problem of underpayment and 
overpayment for specific vehicle types. 
The range of this ratio is from 1.64 for 
standard and compact automob i I es to 0. 31 
for buses. Trucks bearing the least 
responsibi I ity were those registered in 
the maximum gross weight classes of 18,000 
17 
If an additional fuel surtax ware 
charged trucks with three or more axles, 
there would still be some trucks with a 
significant cost responsibility that is 
not being impacted. There are heavily 
loaded two-axle trucks that are presently 
exempt from the fuel surtax. 
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TABLE 2. HIGHWAY SYSTEM MILEAGE AND VEHICLE-MILES TRAVELED 
(FEDERAL-AID t.~m STATE M.!.INTAit:ED HIGHI-It.Y CLASSESl 
RURAL NU~BER J:i!L'RAL TERRAIN URBAN LAND USE VEHICLE-MILES 
HIGHWAY CR OF TRAVELED 
CLASSIFICATION UP.B.!.N U .. t~ES CLASS FE~ CENT CL.O.SS PERCENT MILEAGE £THOUSAHDSJ 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 FLAT 25.40 148.80 889,491 
ROLLIN';; 54-.30 318.11 1,901,549 
MOUNTAINOUS 20.30 118.92 710,$92 
6 FLAT 7.56 0.84 10,507 
ROLLING 92.44 10.2:8 128,469 
MOUNTAINOUS 
U~BAN 4 CBO 2.17 1.87 25,797 
OUTLYING 97.83 84.46 1,163,017 
6 C8:) 10.23 5.86 102,640 
OUTLYING 89.77 51.39 900,683 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 FLAT 16.45 451.85 532:.319
 
------FRiffARY ___ --------Rotti!<lG ---------s-z--;--1--J-- ------------l-t-4:;-l-.-n------- --l-,-6&6-.-~ l-9 
~!OUNT AINOUS 31.42 803.04 1,016, 746 
4 FLAT 20.48 152:.56 288.399 
ROLLING 61.34- 456.93 863,789 
MOIJNTAINCUS 18.18 135.42: 256,011 
URBAN 2 CBD 13.04 19.36 65,322 
OUTLYII'\'G 86.96 129.11 435,613 
4 cso 23.90 57.88 360.25& 
OUTLYING 76.10 184.29 1,147,093 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2 CBD 13.35 213.73 459,592
 
I..'.~ SAN OUTLYING 86.65 1,387.26 2,983,047
 
4 CBD 32.22 61.71 :!89,161 
OUiLYINS 67.78 129.81 818,662 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 FLAT 15.00 1,088.62 606,503
 
SECO~DARY ROLLIN"G 56.18 4, 077.23 2,271,555 
MOUNTAINOUS 28.82: 2,091.59 1,165,294 
4 FLAT 30.50 10.42 19,108 
ROLLING 59.49 2:0.32 37,270 
HOt:NTAINOUS 10.01 3.42: 6,271 
NON-FEDERAL AID RtmAL 2 FLAT 18.99 2:,292:.98 416,414
 
STATE MAINTAWEO ROLL!NG 56.72: 6,848.75 1,243,759
 
HCi.NTAINCUS 24.29 2,932.94 532,633 
4 FLAT 
ROLLING 68.43 2.15 1,2:32 
MOUNTAINOUS 31.57 0.99 569 
URBAN 2 CBO 19-~50 15~52 14-,7-53-
OUTLYING 80.50 64.07 60,904 
4 CBD 
OUTLYING 100.00 2.16 4,697 
TOTALS 25,866.55 2:3,516,936
 
TABLE 3. PERCENTAGE OF TRAFFIC STREAtl BY' AXLE CONFIGURATION 
TRUCK AXLE CONFIGURATIDtl* 
RURAL NUMBER STANDARD ' -------------~--------------------------------------------HIGHWAY OR OF & COMPACT SUBCOMPACT 
I CLASSIFICATION URBAH LANES AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES SU-2A-4T su-aA-6T SU-3A SU-4A C3A C4A C5A C6A TOTAL 
1 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 52.56 7.77 11.37 0.41 0.70 4.104 0.70 0.20 0.60 1.98 19.45 0.22 100.0 
6 57.96 7.41 15.62 2.79 0.14 3.103 1.23 0.54 0.24 1.20 9.45 0.39 100.0 
URBAN 4 58.44 14.40 12.99 0.68 0.35 3.157 0.54 0.38 0.54 2.15 5.77 0.19 100.0 
6 56.47 17.43 14.92 0.34 0.78 2 .. 88 0.54 0.29 0.28 0.69 5.35 0.03 100.0 
' 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 54.20 6.94 25.53 0.55 0.85 5.125 1.85 0.18 0.16 0.35 4. 02 0.12 100.0 
PRIMARY 4 51.32 8.10 21.98 0.34 0.19 4.195 2.17 0.58 0.15 0.47 9.48 0.27 100.0 
I 
URBAN 2 54.79 5.51 24.23 0.64 0.27 4.194 2.68 0.15 0.10 0.34 6.31 0.04 100.0 
4 62.17 16.11 15.41 0.81 0.25 2.!58 0.53 0.29 0.13 0.35 1. 34 0.03 100.0 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 0.33 2 ·156 0.37 0.40 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.02 100.0 URBAN 4 68.04 13.19 13.93 0.47 0.49 2.39 0.59 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.34 0.01 100.0 
' FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 55.87 5.61 26.81 0. 71 0.79 5.113 1.93 0.35 0.16 0.22 2.38 0.04 100.0 
SECOHD~RY 4 54.97 5.96 24.55 0.57 4.20 5.125 1.64 0.23 0.00 0.16 2.44 0.03 100.0 
HON-FEOERAL AID RURAL 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 0.47 I 4.,68 3. 73 0.18 0.08 0.18 1.41 0.02 100.0 
STATE tiAINTAINED 4 54.96 5.96 24.55 0.57 4.20 5.j25 1.64 0.23 0.00 0.16 2.44 0.04 100.0 
I 
URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 0.33 2.156 0.37 0.40 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.02 100.0 
4 68.04 13.19 13.93 0.47 0.49 2.39 0.59 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.34 0.01 1CO.O 
i 
NON-FEDERAL AID RURAL 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 0.47 4.168 3.73 0.18 0.08 0.18 1.41 0.02: 100.0 
COUNTY t!AINTAINEO URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 0.33 2.156 0.37 0.40 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.02 100.0 
NON-FEDERAL AID RURAL 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 0.47 4.168 3.73 0.18 0.08 0.18 1.41 0.02 100.0 
CITY MAHH AWED URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 0.33 2 .!56 0.37 OJ+O 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.02 100.0 
i 
NON-FEDERAl AID RURAl 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 0.47 4.~8 3.73 0.18 0.08 0.18 1.41 0.02 100.0 
OTHER AGENCIES URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 0.33 2.156 0.37 0.40 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.02 100.0 
I 
I 
STATEWIDE AVERAGE 57.07 8.89 21.13 0.59 0.56 4.!01 1.43 0.29 0.21 0.59 5.14 0.09 100.0 
* TRUCK AXLE CONFIGURATION ABBREVIATIONS SU - SINGlE-UNIT T - TIRES 
A - AXLE C - COMBINATION TRACTOR AND TRAILER 
TABLE 4. P::RCENTAGE OF TRUCKS IN VEHICLE GROSS ~EIGHT CATEGCRIES (17) 
VEHICLE TYP!:S OR AXLE CCNFIGURATION 
Gl<CSS -------------------------------------------------------------------------
t4EISHT SU-2A-4T 
t LSSJ PICKUPS SU-2A-6T SU-3A SU-4A C3A C4A CSA C6A C7..\ C8A 
6,oco 100.00 (A l 1.45 5.56 (A l tAl tAl tAl tAl (Al 
10,000 tAl 55.11 1.45 5.56 tAl (A l tAl (A) tAl tAl 
l4,00C (A l 10.32 4.3-s 11.11 tAl LU (A) Ud (A; tAl 
lD,OO() (A) lO .12 1.65 20.56 tAl (,U (AJ ( .\) ( Al (A) 
22,CCO tAl 9.43 5.15 9.0-+ (A) 3.51 (~) (Al LU tAl 
_________ 2_~ __ ._Q_Q_Q__ (A!_ 9.07 6.24 6.63 t.U 5.59 tAl tAl ('' tAl ---- -------------- ------- - "' 
32,0CO tAl 3.2.7 
- l f:-1_8 ____ ---9~~2 ---TAT -------7:7g----3"":-17 ____ TA_l _____ lT:·l-4 ----r-A-J----
38' coo (AJ c.ec 11.13 5.56 47.60 9.95 3.17 ( .\) 2.86 tAl 
44,00-o tAl 0 ?-'· ·"' 14.75 1.59 25.74 8.31 
2.54 tAl tAl tAl 
55,000 tAl 0.2(> 23.04 2.78 13.33 17.88 5.93 tAl tAl tAl 
62,000 tAl 0. 07 7.82 3.S9 8.33 13.94 10.93 10.0 4.00 <A) 
73,280 0.) 0.20 7.35 6.27 tAl 18.80 40.73 56.4 22.56 tAl 
ez,ooo L\l 0.11 4.38 3.73 <Al 14.23 33.53 33.60 53.44 tAl 
(Al VAtU':: EQUALS Z"RO CR.LESS THAN 0.005 
(17) FRO~ us CEP;.R n·:::.'"lT OF CC~:·~=~::::, REFERENCE NO. 17 
TABLE 5. PEPCEHTAGE OF TRAFFIC STREAM BY AUTOM09ILES, PICKUPS, BUSES, AND TRUCK WEIGHT CLASSES 
RURAL NUMBER • STANDARD 
HIGHWAY OR OF & COMPACT SUBCOMPACT 
CLASSIFICATION URBAN LANES AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 52.56 7.77 11.37 0.41 
6 57.96 7.41 15.62 2.79 
URBAN 4 58.44 14.40 12.99 0.68 
6 56.47 17.43 14.92 0.34 
FEDERAL·AID RURAL 2 54.20 6.94 25.53 0.55 
PRIMARY 4 51.32 8.10 21.98 0.34 
URBAN 2 54.79 5.51 24.23 0.64 
4 62.17 16.ll 15.41 0.81 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2' 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 
URBAN 4 68.04 13.19 13.93 0.47 
FEDERAL-A!D RURAl 2 55.87 5.61 26.81 0.71 
SECONDARY 4 54.97 5.96 24.55 0.57 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 o.ea 
AID, STATE 4 54.96 5.96 24.55 0.57 
MAINTAINED URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 
4 68.04 13.19 13.93 0.47 
---------------- --- --- - -------- -------- --- -- -- - - --- - -- -------------------
NON-FEDERAl RURAl 2 53.45 5.20 29.72. 0.88 
AID, COUNTY URBAN z 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 
MAINTAINED 
NON-FEDERAl RURAl 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 
AID, CITY URBAN • 63.26 10.28 U.8o 0.45 MAINTAINED 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 53.45 5.20 29.72 0.88 
AID, OTHER URBAN 2 63.26 10.28 21.80 0.45 
AGENCIES 
STATEWIDE AVERAGE 57.07 8.89 21.13 0.59 
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS (POUNDS) 
-----------------~---------~-------------------------------------------------------------HIGHWAY 
CLASSIFICATION 6,000 10,000 14,000 18,000 22,000 26,000 32,000 38,000 44,000 55,000 62:,000 73.280 82:,000 TOTAL 
INTERSTATE 0.02 2.68 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.60 1.02 1.23 0.93 1.80 2.54 8.49 6.92 roo-. ii11 
0.05 1.83 0.44 0.50 0.45 0.47 0.69 0.73 0.60 1.13 1.38 4.41 3.54 100.00 
0.03 2.23 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.54 0.58 o. 77 0.56 0.97 1.05 2.92: 2.35 100.00 
0.02. 2.08 0.43 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.36 0.63 0.76 2.41 1.94 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID 0.04 3.46 0.73 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.58 0.50 0.46 0.78 0.67 1.93 1.53 100.00 
PRIMARY 0.06 2.95 0.69 o. 72 0.67 0.67 0.80 0.73 0.66 L20 1.34 4.31 3.46 100.00 
o.os 2.97 0.67' 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.63 0.62 1.09 0.97 2:.88 2:.31 100.00 
0.02 1.61 0.35 0.38 0.33 0.33 0.25 0.2.4 0.19 0.30 0.26 0.69 0.55 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID D.03 1.65 0.36 0.41 0.33 D.32. 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.15 o.n 0.24 0.18 100.00 
URBAN 0.02: 1.64 0.35 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.21 0.2:0 0.16 0.2:3 0.13 0.2.4 0.18 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID 0.05 3.36 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.69 0.54 0.46 0.42: 0.68 0.48 1.21 0.95 100.00 
SECONDARY 0.04 5.34 1.07 1.05 1.00 0.98 0.61 0.37 0.34 0.58 0.44 1.19 0.94 100.00 
NON-FEDEP.AL 0.06 2..96 0.7I 0.63 0.70 0.72. 0.66 0.57 0.64 1.01 0.49 0.92: 0.68 100.00 
AID, STATE 0.04 5.35 1.07 1.05 1.00 0.98 0.61 0.37 0.34 0 .• 58 0.44 1.19 0.94 100.00 
MAINTAINED 0.03 1.65 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.32 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.24 0.18 100.00 
0.02. 1.64 0.35 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.21 0.20 0.16 0.23 0.13 0 • .24 0.18 100.00 
NON-FE:DERAL 0.06 2.96 0.71 0.63 0.70 o. n: 0.66 0.57 0.64 1.01 0.49 0.92. 0.68 100.00 
AID~ COutiTY 0.03 1.65 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.32: 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.24 0.18 100.00 
MAINTAINED 
~toN-FEOE~AL 0.06 2:.96 0.71 0.63 0.70 o. 72 0.66 0.57 0.64 1. 01 0.49 0.92 0.68 100.00 
AID, CITY 0.03 1.65 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.32 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.24 0.18 100.00 
HAIHTAINEO 
~JON-FEDERAL 0.06 2.96 o. 71 0.63 0.70 o.n 0.66 0.57 0.64 1.01 0.49 0.9Z 0.68 100.00 
AID, OT!-lER 0.03 1.65 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.32 0.19 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.24 0.18 100.00 
AGENCIES 
STATEWIDE AVERAGE 0.04 2.60 0.57 0.57 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.46 0.80 0.80 .2.37 1.91 100.00 
TABLE 6. DISTRIBUTION Of VEHICLE-HILES TRAVELED FOR AUTCMOBILES, PICKUPS, BUS~S, A~,!J TR~CK WEIGHT CATEGORIES 
!THOUSANDS OF MILESl 
RURAL NUlfBER STANOARO 
FEOERAL-AID OR OF & C011PACT SUBCOMPACT 
ClASSifiCATION URBAN LANES TOTAL AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 3,50lt93Z 1o840 ,614 2:72.100 396,520 l<f,358 
6 138,976 80,52:4 10.298 Zl ,694 3,877 
URBAN 4 1,188,814 694,62:4 171,189 154,427 8,084 
6 1,003,323 566,678 174,980 149,696 3,411 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 3,2:35,98"+ 1,753,902: 22:4,577 82:6,147 17' 798 
PRIMARY 4 1.408.199 722.82:7 114.06"+ 309,522 4,788 
URBAN 2 500,935 2:74.511 27,602: 12:1.377 3,2:06 
4 1.507,349 937.12:0 2:42,834 232:,2:82: 12:,2:10 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2 3,442:,639 2:,177,812: 353,903 750,495 15,492 
URBAN 4 1,207.82:3 82:1,802 159,312: 168,2:50 5,677 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 4,043.352: 2,2:58,617 2:26,832: 1,084,02:3 28.708 
SECONOARY 4 62:,649 34.439 3,734 15,380 1357 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 2.192:,806 1.172:,711 114.02:6 651,702 19,.2:97 
AID, STATE 4 1,801 991 107 442 10 
MAINTAINED URBAN 2 75,657 47,861 7,778 16,493 340 
4 4,697 3,196 '" 654 " 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 589,502: 315,268 30,672 175,301 5,188 
--------A-IDoCOUMf'f ------URBJ;N -----z---- ----t9o-.-ou- -----1-2 o-.z o3--- ----t-9--,-531 ----------..-t--.-41-a-- ----------ass--- ---------------------------------------
MAINTAINED 
HON~FEDERAL RURAL 2 73,111 39,088 3,803 2:1,735 643 
AID, CITY URBAN 2 713,367 451,300 73,32:6 155,497 3,210 
MAINTAINED 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 45,680 24,42:9 2.377 13.584 402 
AID, OTHER URBAN 2 34,393 21 '758 3.535 7,497 155 
AGENCIES 
TOTAL 2:5,163,000 14,360,2:80 2,z:n,2oo 5,316,136 148,088 
M~:.:IHUH GROSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS ( POUNDSJ 
RURAL -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FEDERAL-AID 0' 
CLASSIFICATION UflBA!-1 6' 000 10,000 14,000 13,COO 22 '00:1 26' 000 32:,000 38,000 44,000. 55,000 62,000 73,21:0 82,000 
INTERSTATE RURAL 700 93,852: 18,910 19,261 19,951 21,012 35,72:0 43,074 32:,568 63,035 88,949 2:96,964 242,334 
69 2:,543 611 695 625 653 959 1.015 634 1,570 lo918 6,157 4,934 
URBAN 357 26 t5ll 5,587 6' 063 6,063 6,42:0 6,895 9,154 6.657 11,531 12:,483 34,832: 2:7,937 
201 20,869 4.314 4,615 4.2:14 4,214 4.314 4,816 3,612 6,32:1 7,625 23.979 19,464 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL lo294 111,965 2:3,623 2:2.652: 22:,652: 2:2:,652: 18,769 16' 180 14,886 25 I 241 2:1.681 62:,454 49,511 
P!U/1,\RY 045 41.542: 9. 717 lO, 139 9,435 9,435 11' 2:66 10' 280 9,2:94 16.898 18,870 60.553 48,724 
URBAN "' 14,878 3,356 3.056 3,2:56 3,356 3,557 3,156 3,106 5,460 4,859 14.377 11o572 301 2:4,2:68 5.2:76 5. i28 4,974 4,974 3, 768 3,618 2:,864 4,52:2: 3,919 10,401 8,290 
FEDERAL-AID UROAN 1.033 56,804 12:,394 14.115 11' 361 11,016 6,541 4,8:::0 3,443 5.164 3.787 8,2:62 6,197 
tiR3Atl 242 19.808 4.2:27 4,348 3,986 3,865 2:,536 2:,416 1, 933 2, 778 1,570 2:,899 2:o174 
fEDERAL,.,AID RURAL 2,.022 136.261 2.9.516 .2.9'.516 2.8,3!13 7_,8_9-'i! 2:1.834 18~5_9_9 16 _ _._9BZ. 27.,_4_95_ 19,4_0_8_ _48,_92:5 38,412 
SECmiDARY " 3,345 670 658 626 614 362 "' m 363 "' 746 589 
NCN-F!:DERAL RURAL 1,316 64,2:49 15,569 l3o815 15,350 15,788 14,473 12:,499 14,034 2:2:,147 10.745 2:0,174 14,911 
AID, STATE 1 " 19 19 15 16 11 7 ' 10 ' 21 17 ~tt.INTA'WED lffl6AN " 1o248 "' 310 250 "' 144 106 " 113 " 182: 136 1 77 16 17 16 15 10 9 • 11· 6 11 6 
NOll-FEDERAL RURAL 378 17,2:44 4o179 3,708 4,101 4,231 3,889 3,351 3, 753 5,943 z.ea9 5,394 4o013 
AID, COUtnY URSAN " "3.134 662 764 627 601 364 265 193 290 203 459 345 MAINTAitlED 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 47 2:o158 518 460 509 525 462 416 46;;: "' 356 669 .,. AID, CITY URBAtl 197 11.765 2:,560 2,945 2:,356 2:,2:57 1,368 994 145 1o087 761 1.722: 1,297 
MAINTAitlEO 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL " 1,3'36 324 267 316 "' 301 260 291 461 
,. 418 311 
AID, OTHER UR3AN 9 567 123 142 114 109 66 ., 35 " " 63 " AGEtlCIES 
TOTAL 9,392: 654,52:0. 142:,463 143,333 139,115 140,2:2:4 137,649 135,315 us. 978 2:01,2:29 2:00,65';1 599.682: 481,737 
TABLE 7. UNIT HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION/PURCHASE COSTS FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1980 
UNIT COST PER ~ILE £THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
I 
RURAL NUMBER ---------------------------!----------------------------------------------------------
HIGHWAY OR OF RURAL URBAN PRELIMINARY I PAVEMENT & I CLASSIFICATION URBAN LANES TERRAIN LAND USE DESIGN & ENGR. RIGHT-OF-WAY UTILITIES GRADE & DRAIN SHOULDER BRIDGE TOTAL 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 HAT 150 200 50 1,300 1,100 815 3,615 ROLLING 150 400 100 1,700 1,100 815 4,265 MOUNTAINOUS 200 500 200 3,100 1,200 815 6,015 
6 FLAT 155 250 55 1,600 1,400 815 4,275 
P.DLLWG 155 450 110 z,ooo 1,400 815 4,930 
MOUNTAINOUS 250 550 220 3,700 1,600 815 7,135 URBAN 4 CBD 600 4,300 500 8,700 2,900 4,108 21,108 
OUTLYING 450 3,100 350 6,500 2,500 4,108 17,008 
6 CBO 1,500 n,soo 800 21,500 7,500 4.108 56.908 
OUTLYING 500 3,500 500 18,000 6,000 4,108 32,608 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 FLAT 100 720 40 900 700 347 2,807 PRINARY ROlliNG 100 150 80 1,200 700 347 2,577 
MOU~n A INDUS 120 210 120 1,800 900 347 3,497 
4 FLAT 130 180 50 1,100 1,ooo 347 2,807 
ROL'-WG 130 350 100 1,500 1,000 347 3,227 
MOU~HAINOUS 175 450 200 2, 750 1,100 347 4,022 
URBAN 2 CBO 300 2:,700 300 s,ooo 2:,000 583 10,883 
OUTLYING 250 1,800 150 4,000 1,650 583 8,433 
4 CBD 500 4,000 600 7,500 2, 700 583 15,883 
OUTLYING 400 2',900 350 6,000 2,350 583 12:,583 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2 CBD 300 2:,700 300 5,000 2,000 146 10.966 URBM·-1 OUTLYING 250 1,800 150 4,000 1,650 146 7,996 
4 ceo 500 4,000 600 7,500 2:,700 146 15,446 
OUTLYING 400 2,900 350 6,000 2:,350 146 12,146 
FEDERAl-AID RURAL 2 FLAr 85 100 40 800 550 109 1,684 SECONDARY ROLl!.ING - 85 120 80 1,100 550 109 2:,044 
MOUNTAIHOUS 100 250 120 2:,000 600 109 3,179 
4 FlAT 130 180 50 lolOO 1,ooo 109 2:,569 
ROLLING 180 350 100 1,500 1,000 109 3,239 
MOUNTAINOUS 175 420 200 2,600 lo100 109 4,604 
~lDN-FEOERAl AID RURAL 2 FlAT 70 80 40 700 500 54 1,444 STATE MAINTAINED ROLLING 70 100 80 1,000 500 54 1,804 
MOUNTAINOUS 85 200 120 1,800 570 54 2:,82:9 
4 FLAT 100 160 50 900 900 54 2:,164 
ROLLING 100 300 100 1,300 900 54 2:,754 
MOUNTAINOUS 150 375 200 2:,2:50 1.000 54 4,029 
URBAN 2 CBD 300 2J800 250 4,500 e.ooo 195 10,045 
OUTLYING 250 2:,300 150 3,500 1,500 195 7,895 
4 CBD 400 3,500 500 7,000 2,400 195 13,995 
OUTlYING 330 2, 750 350 s,soo 2,100 195 11.225 
TABLE 8. A~~~UAL COSTS OF THE HIGHWAY SYSTEH <THGUS.!.SD DOLLt..RSl 
TOTt.L ;',~~~lW1L 
RURAl NUMBER !=::<Eli:-lnlAHY TOTAl t.Nl':UAl TOTAL A~!:-\'J.~l ro$;_tot~~~L TOTAl ANNUt.L 
H!GHI-IAY OR CF SYSTEM o::SIC:..J A~;D RIGl-iT-0!=-l-!AY lJTILITI!:S 
PAVaE:J,T t_:.;o TOTAL ASt~UAL TCTt-L A:~~:TJH 
C li.SSif ICA TION UR2..!.N lANES HIL~S EN3I~~EC2INS COST CC3T COST O~_UN COST 
s:.:cULCER COST 8~IDGE CCST CCST 
INTE"STATE RURAl 4 585.83 1,876 2,165 1,261 22.,053 
32.815 5,555 65.730 
6 11.12 3<; 43 2'> 436 778 
104 1.426 
URSAN 4 86.:$3 783 ;::,699 610 ll '3:05 10,029 
1,673 27,899 
6 57.25 690 3,059 603 21,C::.:J 17,61'* 
4,3&9 47,::060 
FED!:RAl-AID RURAL 2 2,746.$0 5,s39 4,502 4' 72~~ 
73,569 104,768 12,C26 2C3,423 
PRHIA~Y 4 744·. 91 ::: ,c:;:; 2,433 1.0:-05 
z.;.,s:;.::: 37,923 3, 9-::.9 72 .ss:} 
URS.!.N 2 148.47 762 2,247 503 12,:?:0:.5 12,536 
1,5S6 30,5:".1 
4 242.17 z,·os3 7,66:) l,S;35 3::,797 29,4:'>8 1, CCSr 72,9/2 
FE:JERAL-AID UR3AN 2 1,600.99 8,2.19 30,741 5,444 132.,354 
135,822 2.,092 3:4-,672 
U;;!8.\.N 4 191.52 1,655 6' 233- 1,C49 2'1 ,,2.3.;. 
23,£ .. :)4 !,156 59,112 
FEDERAL-AID RL:RAL 2 7,257.4* 12,%5 n.:::.1o 12.414 190, ?.SO 
20*,809 11,271 t;.t;3,449 
SECO!~C.!..RY 4 3-+.16 112 104 65 
1,017 1, 725 22.9 3,;':52: 
tWN-FEDERAL AID RU~Al 2 12,074.-?7 16.704 14,549 19.831 
27(.,663 312,132 9,091 6"r6, 970 
STATE MAINTAINED 4 3.f4 7 10 & 
1:)0 146 75 3t;-6 
UXB.!.H 2 79.59 413 1 ,9U3 270 5,&32 
0,357 1t.S lS,Cl-3 
4 2.16 14 59 15 23-g 227 
43 5·?6 
TOTALS 25,866.55 54,185 90,277 51,019 
825,832: ~3! ,535 54,406 2,007,3C5 
TABLE 9. COST ALLOCATION INCREMENTS FOR GRADING AND 
DRAINAGE CONSTRUCTION (a) 
Highway s--under 10,000 
System c--under 13,500 
A II systems 91.8% 
except local 
Local 93.6% 
S - single unit vehicle 
C - combination vehicle 
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT 
lbs s--ever 10,000 
lbs c--over 13,500 
8.2% 
6.4Y. 
(al Summarized from FHWA, Reference No. 7 
lbs Total 
lbs 
100.0% 
100.0% 
TABLE 10. ACCUMULATED 18-KIP EQU!VALEHT AXLELOADS FOR 20-YEAR DESIGt~ PERIOD* 
RURAL NUMBER STANDARD SUB-
HIGH\..IAY OR OF & COMPACT COMPACT 
CLASSIFICATION URBAH LANES AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES SU-2A-4T SU-2A-6T SU-3A 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 103,641 4.645 38.740 135,775 17,281 882.182 520,614 
6 239,046 9.261 111' 274 1.9:31,760 7,226 1,383,348 1,912,646 
URBAN 4 265.599 19,832 101,973 518,826 19,908 2,867,657 925,309 
6 326.647 30.547 149,044 330,110 56,456 1,843,792 1,177.480 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 22.070 818 17,g6 35,900 4,136 225.962 271.199-
F?.H:ARY 4 32,020 1,531 23,683 35,606 1,483 341.817 510,374 
URBAN 2 61,005 1,859 46,599 119,630 3, 762 608.877 1,125,065 
4 127,699 10.027 54,673 279,311 6.427 575,260 410,449 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 2 44,910 2,211 26.728 53,623 2,932 201,149 99,020 
UP.~il,H 4 141.580 8.318 50' 074 164,208 12,762 550,597 462,944 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 10.269 312 8,512 21' 909 1,817 104,379 133,750 SECCNDARY 4 33,265 1.093 25,666 57,918 31,815 351' 753 374,251 
------------ ---------------------------------------------
NON-FEDERAl- RURAL 2 3t206 94 3,079 8.862 353 31.075 84-,357 AID, STATE 4 10.400 342 8,024 18.107 9,946 109.971 117.005 liA.lNTAiilEO URBAN 2 19,845 977 u,8IO 23,695 1,295 88.884 43,755 
4 48.821 2:,868 17,267 56,624 4,401 189.863 159,638 
TOTAL 1.489,023 94,735 694,292 3,791,S64 182 ,ooo 10,356.566 8,327,856. 
*DA!"AGE F~\CTORS USED TO 0.0033 0.0010 0.0057 0.5540 0.0413 0. 3653 1.2442 CALCULATE EQUIAVLENT 
AXLELG.!.DS 
RURAL 
HIGHl-IAY OR 
CLASSIF!CAT!ON URBAN SU-4-A C-3A C-4-A C-5A C-6A C-7A" C-8A TOTAL 
INTERSTATE RURAL 275,328 100,316 785,769 10,277,774 280,708 13,976 15,201 13,451,950 
1,554,272 83,896 995,688 10,440,550 1,144,464 0 0 19,8!3,431 URBAN 1,205,258 208,012 1,965,820 7,024,748 614.404- 0 0 15.737,346 
1,170r474 137.252. 802..826 a, 288,498 123,449 0 0 14,436,575 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 48,842 5.273 27,378 418,702 33,198 0 0 1,109,62.4 
F?.H:..'.RY 252.,500 7,931 5$,985 1,5$4,161 115,401 11,342 0 2.976,834 URBAN 116,557 9,437 76,161 1,882,064 31,689 0 0 4, 082:' 705 
415,705 22,637 144.632 737,311 43,844 0 0 2,827,975 
FEDERAl-AID URBAN 198"jl45 602 9,996 74,156 10,101 0 0 723,573 UP. GAt~ 2:90,476 26,459 83.737 189,547 14,808 0 0 1,995,510 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 44,896 2:,493 8,135 117,186 5,231 0 0 458,889 SECOHDARY 97.152 0 19,483 395,613 8,613 11,005 4.664 1,412:,291 
tlON-FEDERAL- RURAL 7,535 407 2:,172 2:2,656 854 0 0 164,650 A!D, STATE 30' 373 0 6,091 123,683 2:,693 3,440 1,458 441,533 liAHHAHlED URBAN 87,556 1,861 4,417 32,768 4,463 0 0 321,326 
100,165 9,124- 28,875 65,362 5,106 0 0 688,114 
TOTAL 5,895.234 615,700 5,020,165 41,674,779 2:,439,026 39,763 21,323 80,642,326 
I<DAt!AGE FACTORS USED TO 2.3030 O.Z797 0.6639 0.8840 2. 3480 2:.3380 2:.5430 
CALCULATE EQUIAVLENT 
AXLELC.!.DS 
TABLE 11. PERCENT RESPOtiSIBILIT'f FCR PAVEMENT AND SHOULDER COSTS BY AXLE CotiFIGURATIONS 
RURAL NUMBER STA~lDARO 
HIGHWAY OR OF & COMPACT SUBCOMPACT 
CLASSIFICATION URBAN LANES AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES 
INTERSTATE RURAL • o. 7705 0. 0345 0.2:8$0 1.0093 
' 1.2065 0. 046 7 0.5616 9. 7498 URBAN • 1.6877 0.1260 0.6480 3.2968 
' 2.2626 0.2:116 1.0324 2.2866 
FEOERAL~AIO RURAL 2 1.8988 0.0737 1.sr;s2 3.2353 
PRIMARY 4 l. 0756 0.0514 0.7956 1.1961 
URBAN 2 1.4942 0. 0455 1.1414 2.9302 
• 4.5156 0.3546 1.9333 9.8767 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN ' 6.2067 0.31}56 3.6939 7. 4!09 URBAN • 7.0949 0.4168 2.5093 8.2289 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 2.2378 0. 0680 1.8549 4. 7744 
SECONDARY • 2.3554 ~_ _____l_,_Hl_3 __ ~_._l_Ql_O_ ------------ ---------------------- -----------
NON-FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 1. 9472 0.057l l.8700 5.3823 
STATE MAINTAINED 4 2. 3554 0.0775 1.8173 4.1009 
URBAN 2 6.1760 0.3041 3.6754 7.3741 
4 7. 0949 0.4168 2.5093 8.2289 
TOTAL All SYSTCMS 1.8465 0.1175 0.8610 4.7021 
RURAL TRUCKS 
HIGHWAY OR --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASSIFICATION URBAN SU-2A-4T SU-2A-6T SU-3A SU-4A C-3A C-4A C-5A C-6A C-7A C-8A TOTAL 
HHERSTATE RURAL 0.1285 6.5580 3.8702 2.0468 0. 7457 5. 5413 76.4036 2. C36 7 0.1039 0.1130 100.00 
0.0365 Q.9819 9.6533 7.8<1,45 0.4234 5.0253 52.69.:;3 5. 7762 o.oooo O.OCJO 100.00 
URBAN 0.1265 18.2220 5.8797 7.6586 1.3218 l2.49H 44.&374 3.90.:01 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
0. 3911 12.7717 8.1562 8.1077 0.9507 5.5611 57.4132 . 0.8551 o.oooo o.ocoo 100.00 
fEDERAL-AID RURAL 0. 3727 20.3638 24.4406 4.4017 0.4752 2.4673 37.7339 2. 9918 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
PRINARY 0.0493 11.4826 17.1449 8.4822 0.2664 1.9815 53.2163 3.8766 0.3810 0.0000 100.00 ,r URBAN 0. 0921 14.9136 27.5569 2.854'9 0. 2311 1. 8655 4£>.0984 0. 7762 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
0.2273 20.3417 14.5139 14.6997 0.8005 5.1143 26.0720 1.5504 0.0000 o.oooo 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 0. 4052 27.7994 l3.6849 27.3841 0.0832 l. 3315 10.24S6 1.3960 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
URBAN 0.6395 27.5918 23.1993 14.5565 l. 3259 4.1963 9.4987 0. 7421 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 0.3960 22.7460 29.1465 9.7836 0.5433 l. 7728 25.5368 1.1399 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
SECO~~OARY 2-2527 24.9066 26.4996 6.8790 0.0000 1.3795 28.0122 0.6099 0. 7792. 0.3302 100.00 
NON-FEDERAL-AID RURAL 0.2144 18.8734 Sl. 2340 4.5764 0.2472 1.3192 u. 7601 0.5187 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
STATE---HAl N-TAINE-0 z,-2:526 24-.-9066- 2:6-,-4-991 --6-.-8790 -- 0.-0000 --l.--!-7-95-- ~s--.--o-1-2:3- - o-,-60-99 o--.-n-n o.-3-302 l01L-OO 
U:<BAN 0.4030 27.6617 13.6170 27 .2;483 0.5792 l. 3746 10.1977 1.3889 o.oooo 0.0000 100.00 
0.6396 27.5917 23.1994 14.5505 1.3259 4.1963 9.4987 0.7-'+20 o.oooo o.oooo 100.00 
TOTAL All SYSTEMS 0.2257 12.8426 10.3269 7.3103 0.7635 6.2252 51.6 785 3.0245 0.0493 0.0264 100.00 
TABLE H. PERCENT COST RES?otiSIBILITY - PAVEMENTS Atl~ SHOULDERS BY AUTOMOBILES, PICKUPS, BUSES, AND TRUCKS 
RURAL NU~8ER STANDARD 
HIGHWAY OF OF AND COMPACT SUBCOMPACT 
CLASSIFICATION URBAN tAtiES AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES 
INTERSTATE RURAL 4 0. 7705 0.0345 0.2880 l. 0093 
6 l.Z065 0.0467 0.5616 9. 7498 
URBAN 4 1.6877 0.1<:60 0.6480 3.2968 
6 Z. Z6Z6 0.2116 l. 0324 2.2866 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 1.8988 0.0737 1.5452: 3. 2353 
FRIMAIH 4 1.0756 0.0514 0.7956 1.1961 
URBAtl 2 1.4942 a. 0455 1.1414 2:.9302 
4 4.5156 0.3546 l. 9333 9.8767 
FEDERAL-AID URBAH 2 6.2067 0. 3056 3.6939 7.4109 
URBAN 4 7. 0949 0.4168 2.5093 8.2Z89 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 2.2378 0. 0680 1.8549 4.7744 
___ SECONOAR_I ___ ______ 4 ________ z.._:sss_.t _ 0_._0_7_7_4 -----1~8113---4-.-101 0 ------------
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 1.9472: 0.0571 1.8700 5.3823 
AID, STATE 4 2.3554 0.0775 1.8173 4.1009 
MAINTAINED l.JRBAH 2 6.1760 0.0341 3.6754 7. 3741 
4 7.0949 0.4168 2.5093 8.2289 
TOTAL ALL SYSTEMS 1.8465 0.1175 0.8610 4.7021 
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS (POUNDSI 
RURH --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HIGHWAY OF 
CLASS!FICATiotl URa~_,'--f 6,000 10,000 14,000 18,000 22' 000 2.6 ,ooo 32:' 000 38,000 44,00() 55,aoo 62,000 73.280 82,000 TOTAL 
INTERSTATE RUR,l,L 0.1699 3.9217 1. 0862 1. 3251 1.2199 r. 3143 3.7604 3.9644 3.2375 6.6778 9.8316 33.8693 27.5196 100.00 0.5761 4.5141 2:.0167 3.1099 2. 0445 2. 0556 4.11i4 3.9435 3.4305 ·6 .5614 8.1379 26.8804 21.0474 100.00 URBl,N 0.5111 10.8064 3.0008 4.1412 3.1639 3.2.525 4.3745 4.5170 3,5451 6.7380 7.8912 23.6802: 18.6196 100.00 0.5691 7.9547 2.6148 3.7822 2.5894 2-56i4 4.3673 4.2:938 3.5287 6. 712.0 8.1776 26.0464 21.0034 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID RUR~L 0.5991 12.. 2344 3.6947 3. 7589 3.6987 3.8445 5.2179 4.8109 5. 0105 8.5733 6.9040 19.6342 15.2659 100.00 FR!f1A~Y 0.7202 7.1910 2.8800 3.8725 2.8068 2.8059 5.0080 4.5025 4.2:763 7, 7748 8.1966 2:6.1349 2D. 7112 100.00 URBAN 0.5583 8.9780 3.0672 2.7886 3.1578 3.3798 5.4500 5.1166 5.5315 9.5770 7.6720 n. 7989 17.3130 100.00 1.0278 12.5690 4.3887 6.5193 4.1955 4.0612 4.9196 4.3209 3. 7172 6.4134 5.5055 i-' .4844 11.1973 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID URB~N 1.7210 17.5467 6.5498 10.9010 5.8885 5.3597 5.4917 3.7801 2. 9181 4.8576 3.6144 8.ooos 5. 7538 100.00 URBAN 1.1457 16.9~65 5.5422 7. 3971 5.3202 5.2370 5.5306 4.9786 4.6524 7.3798 4.2080 7. 7505 5.62.15 100.00 
FEDERAL-AID RUFAL 0.9666 13.9516 4. 7460 5.6171 4.6300 4.6850 5.8943 5.2322 5.4460 6.9784 5.8736 14.1793 10.8646 100.00 SECO~mt.RY 0.7667 16.0058 4.72:25 5.1504 4.5961 4.6639 5.6913 4.6194 4.9094 8.2751 5.7183 14.6963 11.8337 100.00 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 0.9973 11.7076 4. 7121 4. 0841 4.8985 s. 3146 7.3268 6.8202 8.1984 13.0783 5.9582. 10.2358 7.4115 100.00 AID, STATE o. 7667 16.0058 4. 7225 5.1504 4.5961 4.6639 5.6912 4.6194 4.9094 8,2752 s. 7183 14.6963 11.$337 100.00 NAINTA!tlED URBAN 1.7125 17.72:94 6.5173 10.8469 5.8593 5.3331 5.4645 3.9976 3. 0314 4. 9245 3.6378 7. 9608 _,? _ _. _ _7_25:3 10_0_.00 - -1;1457""-.16--;"986'4- --s;542z-- 7-;-3971 -s-~32:02:" -s~-237o-- 5-.-53lY6 -- 4~ 97S-7 -- 4~"65t4" 7"~"3798 4-;-z<rstf ___ i:isos·-- 5.6215 100.00 
TOTAL ALL SYSTEMS 0.5562 7.8888 2.6111 3.5807 2 .6435 2-6710 4.4140 4.2888 3.6973 6.9341 7. 9864 25.1853 eo.oo97 100.00 
TABLE 13 • INCR=MENTS FOR BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION COSTS (7) 
GF.OSS VEHICLE WEIGHT 
---------.-----------------------------------------------------------
HIGH~AY 
CLASSIFIC.~T!CN 
INTERSTATE 
FEDERAL-AID 
PRIH.,RY 
FEDE~AL-A!D 
uns . ;N 
FEDERAL-AID 
SECCN!JARY 
RURAL 
CR 
URBM{ 
RURAL 
URB>.N 
RURAL 
URBA~~ 
URBAN 
RURAL 
S--U!"IDER 
lO,OCO LBS 
C--UNDER 
l3,SCO LBS 
7~.4% 
7~.3 
75.0 
74.8 
78.9 
81.8 
NON-FEDERAL AID RL!~.!.L SO .5 
STATE MAINTAINED URBAN 77.3 
S - SINGLE UHIT VEHICLE 
C - COMBINATION VEHICLE 
( 7) REFEREf{CE NUMBER 7. 
S--10,000 TO 
20,000 LBS 
C--13,500 TO 
27,000 LBS 
s--2o.coo TO 
30,000 LBS 
C--27,000 TO 
40,000 LSS 
S--30,000 TO 
40,000 LBS 
C--40,CCO TO 
Slr.OOD LBS 
s--OVER 
40,000 LBS 
C--OVER 
54,000 LBS TOTAL 
9.3% 5.87. 5.37. 5.27. 100.07. 
---- -9:-,--------s-:-a --- -------5~~----------s-:-z------ro·o :o-------
8.8 5.8 5.3 5.1 100.0 
8.9 5.7 5.4 5. 2 100.0 
9.0 6.0 5.1 1.0 100.0 
8.4 6.1 3.5 0.2 100.0 
8.0 6.0 4.0 1.5 100.0 
8.8 5.8 5.1 3.0 100.0 
' ' 
i 
! 
I 
_j 
II .. 
"' 
~! 
"l ., 
~~ 
t:l: 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
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0 
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0 
0 
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~ 
0 
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0 . . 
0 . 
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. . , 0 • ,; 
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0 
N 
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0 
0 
~ 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 
0 . 
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" N 
" 0 
,; 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
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-----D:--2---~-----~--::!-- ---~-
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0 . , 
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TABLE 16. DISTR~BUTION OF VEHICLE-MILES TRAVEL~D BY AXLE CONFIGURATION CATEGORIES 
VEHICLE-MILES ( ThOUSAIIi)S) 
RURAL NUHBER StANDARD I OTHER 
HIGHWAY OR OF & COMPACT SUBCOMPACT I CO:IG. CLASSIFICATION URBAN lANES TOTAL AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES SU-2A-4T sq-2A-6T SU-3A SU-4J. C-3A C-4A C-5A TRUCKS 
INTERSTATE RURAL I 4 3.501,932: 1,840,615 2:72:,100 398,170 14,358 2:4,514 141.478 24,514 7.004 21,012 69,338 681,1:::!5 7, 7lF+ 
6 138,976 80.551 10,298 21.708 3,877 195 14.211 1, 709 750 334 1,668 13,133 542: 
URBAN 4 1,188,814 E\94,743 171,189 154,42:7 8,084 4,161 4'2,441 6,420 4,517 6,420 25,559 68,594 2:,::59 
6 1,003,32:3 566,576 174,879 149,696 3,411 7,826 2:8,896 5,418 2:,910 2.809 6,923 53,678 301 
i 
FEDERAl-AID RURAl 2 3,235,984 1, 753,902 22:4,577 826,147 17,798 27,506 1~9.889 59,866 5,825 5,178 11,326· 130, OC:.7 3,033 
PRIMARY 4 1,408,199 ?"22,687 114,064 309,522 4,788 2,676 ~9. 706 30,558 8,163 2,112 6,619 133,497 3,c.cz 
URBAN 2 500,935 ~74,462 27,602 121,377 3,206 1,353 24.746 13,425 751 501 1,703 31,609 2GO 
4 1,507,349 937,119 242,834 232..282 12,210 3,768 ,8,890 7,989 4,371 1,960 5,276 .20,193 L,!);! 
FEDERAl-AID URBAN 2 3,442,639 2ol77,812 353,903 750,495 15,492 11,361 88,132 12,738 13,771 2,410 2,410 13,426 /..,09 
URBAN 4 1,207,823 S:21.802 159,312 168,250 5,677 5,918 ,8,867 7,126 2,416 1.812 2o416 4,106 ! :.:1 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 2 4,043,352 2 .~59,021 226,832 1,084,023 28,708 31,942 207,424 78,037 14,152 6,469 8,895 96,232 1,617 
SECONDARY 4 62,649 !34,433 3, 734 15,380 357 2,631 : 13.289 1,027 144 ----- 100 1,529 25 
I 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 2 2,192,806 1.~72.054 114,026 651,702 19,297 10,306 192,623 81,792 3,947 1, 754 3,947 30,919 439 
AID, STATE 4 1,801 969 107 442 10 76 
I 95 
30 4 ----- 3 44 1 
MAINTAINED URBAN 2 75,657 47,861 7,778 16,t;93 340 250 1,937 280 303 53 53 294 15 
4 4,697 3,196 620 654 22 23 
I 112 28 9 7 9 17 0 
NON-FEDERAl RURAL 2 589,502 3!15,089 30,654 175,200 5,188 2. 771 r·589 21,988 1,061 472 1,061 8,311 118 AID, COUNTY URBAN 2 190,011 !20,202 19,533 41,422 855 6?..7 4,864 703 760 133 133 741 38 
NAINTAINED 
NON-FEDERAl RURAL 2 73;lll 39,077 3,801 21,729 643 344 13,422 2:,727 132 58 132 1,031 15 
AID, CITY URBAN 2 713,367 4;51,278 73,334 155,514 3,210 2:,35"4 1!8,262 2,639 2,853 499 499 2,782 ltr3 
ttHNTAINEO I 
' 
NON-FEOERAL RURAl 2 45,680 24,416 2,375 13.576 402 215 12,138 I, 704 82 37 82 644 9 
AID, OTHER URBAN 2 34,393 21,757 3,53& 7,498 155 113 880 127 138 24 24 134 7 
AGLNCIES I 
I 
TCJi"AL 25~163,000 14.3:59,642 2,237,088 5.315, 707 148,088 140,930 I,ooi9,B91 360.845 74,068 54,054 148,176 1.292:,131 22:,3-SO 
TABLE 17. VEHICLE-NILES PER GALLON 
MFG USED 
FOR THIS 
STUDY 
STANDARD 
& COMPACT 
AUTOS 
14.5 
sus 
-Cet1PACT 
AUTOS 
2.2.5 
PICKUPS SU-2A-4T SU-2A-6T SU-3A SU-4A 
5.5 13.0 7.0 
PICKUPS SU-2A-6T SU-3A 
GAS 5.8 At1ER. TRUCKING 14.0 6.9 
ASSOC. • 1981 
6.5 6.0 
C-4A C-5A 
DIESEL 5.8 GAS 4.8 
DIESEL 4. 7 
C-3A 
5.0 
C-4A 
5.0 
C-5A 
4~5 
! 
OTHER 
COM5INATIONS 
4.0 
BUSES 
5.5 
Cm1B!NA TIONS COt':BINA TimiS 
50.000- 70, 0;)0- CO!':BINATIONS LARGE SMALL 
AUTOS AUTOS 
12.71 20.81 
15.89 £7.65 
PICKUPS SI~GLE-UNITS 
& VANS <2?,00C LBS. 
SINGLE-L'NITS 
>26,0CO LOS. 
5.05 
5.45 
CC:1BINATIONS 
<50 I 000 lBS. 
4.84 
5.30 
70,000 LBS. 75,0CO LBS. >75,000 LBS. BUSES 
F!-B·IA, 1977 
FH~A. PREDICTED 
FOR 1955 
11.79 6 .t4 
14.66 6.31 
AUTOS AUTOS 
4.6':) 
5.23 
AUT03 TRUCKS 
4-CYLINDERS 6-CYLINDERS 8-::YLINJERS <6,000 L8S. 
TRUCKS 
6,000-
10,000 L3S. 
9.69 
TRUCKS 
1o.ooo- 1 
2:6,000 LBS. 
6 ... I KY DOT, 1980 
IO:.:A COT, 1971 
FE:--lA, HIGH~AY 
STATISTICS, 1979 
FHWA, 1969 
24.46 1a.o; 15.42 12.00 
AUTOS, PICKUPS 
& PANEL TRUCKS . 
13.80 
SINf;LE UNIT 
TRUCKS 
7.12 
COMBINATI0:-4 
TRUCKS 
4.81 
SINGLE UlHTi C:::l~BIHATION ALL 
AUTOS TRUCKS TRL.'::~~S BL'SES VEHICLES 
!4.29 10.30 5.40 5.97 12.52 
20,000 LBS 
G.t.s 6.02 
DI~SEL 7.04 
30,000 LE~S 
GAS 4.88 
DIESEL 6.!J,.O 
40,000 LBS 
GAS 4.20 
D!ES:::L 5.52 
50,000 LBS 
GAS 3. 73 
DIESEL 5.10 
60,000 LBS 
G;.l..S 3.39 
DIESEL 4.78 
70,000 ~BS 
GAS 3.!2 
DIESEL 4l52 
4.50 
5.15 
TRUCKS 
>26,000 LBS. 
'-·· 75 
4.52 5.67 
5.20 5.62 
ALL 
VEHICLES 
12.06 
15.29 
TABlE 18. MOTOR FUEl TAX REVE~IUES IH VEHIClE; CL.ASSI:-·rc::.T!Gl~ {CAL.C;DA:< Y<::AR .!.9<!01 
RURAL. 
HIGHWAY OR 
Cl.ASSIFICATIO~ URBAN 
INTERSTATE Rt..'RAL 
URBAN 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 
PRIMARY 
URBAN 
FEDERAL-AID URBAN 
URBAN 
FEDERAL-AID RURAL 
SECONDARY 
NON-FEDERAL RURAL 
AID, STATE 
MAINTAINED URSAN 
NON-FEDERAL 
AID, COUNTY 
____ _1:1AINT.AU!E 
I~ON-FEDERAL 
AID, CITY 
t1AINTAWED 
Notl-FEOERAL 
AID, OTHER 
AGENCIES 
TOTAL KENTUCKY 
TOTAL FEDERAL 
RURAL 
URSAN 
RURAL. 
URBAN 
RURAL 
URBAN 
RU~AL. 
HIGH~AY OR 
Clt,SSIF:i:CATION URS!I.N 
IllTERSTATE 
FEDERAL-AID 
PRH!AP:Y 
FEDERAL-AID 
URB/..tl 
FEDER:U~AIO 
SECOtmARY 
Nmi-FEOERAL 
A!O, STATE 
t1AINTAiflEO 
NON-FEDERAL 
AID, CCmiTY 
H!INTAI!lED 
ilOH-FEOERAL 
AID, CITY 
t1AUITAIIIED 
Nml-FEDEP.AL 
AID, OTHER 
AGENCIES 
TOTAL KENTUCKY 
TOTAL FEDERAL 
RURAL 
URBAN 
RURAL 
URSW 
URBAN 
RUR-AL 
RURAL 
UR3AN 
RURAL 
URSAN 
RURAL 
URBAN 
RURAL 
URSAU 
NUHGER 
OF ST At~o:Jt.RO M:D 
L.Af~ES C0:1P~CT AUTOS 
4 $11,310,206 
6 495,152 
4 4,270,679 
6 3.483,434 
2 10,779,494 
4 4,443,328 
2 1.687,155 
4 5,760,596 
2. 13.339,431 
4 5.oso,990 
2. 13,866,508 
4 211.658 
2 7.204,780 
4 6,036 
2 294,251 
4 19.640 
' ' 
$312,145 
52,184 
99,651 
350' 2'+4 
34,075 
17,228 
47,979 
144,664 
75,350 
406; 729 
33,501 
131,230 
968 
3,183 
293 
35,284 
7,983 
4' 3.30 
2.9, 976 
2,738 
1,439 
1,936,8~5 
739,008 
240' 218 
2:,774,491 
150,089 
133,763 
$88,267,854 
$35,284,479 
~u-:A-6T 
$1,94~,('65 
57,743 
581,987 
3'i6' 246 
2,329,660 
933,$67 
339' 333 
533,292 
r,.::0a,54o 
395,6:+9 
2:;844·;-372 
45.101 
1,407,253 
1,302 
26.562. 
1,536 
378,3:::4 
66,700 
46,9<:6 
250,423 
SL..'5Cot:P,!,CT 
AUTOS 
$1,077,921 
43.549 
678.163 
692,781 
889.659 
451.863 
109.345 
961,984 
1,401,932 
631,112 
451,712 
4<:4 
30.812 
2,456 
121,435 
77,3€0 
15' 062 
290,512: 
9,408 
14,003 
$8,864,952. 
$3,541,367 
SU-3A 
$445,095 
31,030 
116.567 
98,374 
1,086,976 
554,836 
2.43' 755 
145' 055 
231,282. 
129,385 
1--,A-J;E;-;;-9Q-3 
18,647 
1,485,082 
545 
5,084 
508 
399,232 
12.764 
49,514 
47,916 
30 '939 
2.306 
PICKUPS 
$2..730,021 
14C,839 
1.058.816 
1,199,044 
1,539,794 
937.763 
189.2.51 
1.592.623 
5.145,709 
1,153,593 
7.432,517 
105,452. 
4.468,343 
3.030 
113,053 
4,434 
1' 2.01, 245 
2.54,007 
148.984 
1,066,269 
93,084 
51,409 
BUSES 
$2.32,657 
62,831 
131' 010 
55,2.79 
2.88,436 
77,595 
51,957 
197,876 
2.51,064 
92..002 
465,244 
5, 786 
312.729 
"' 5.510 
356 
84,078 
13,856 
6,515 
2.511 
$2,399,926 
$957,537 
Thl:Ci( t,XLE CmlFIGURATION 
SU-4A 
$138.731 
14,656 
89,470 
57,640 
115,378 
161,7.$7 
14,375 
86,578 
272' 768 
47,855 
78,13() 
79 
6.002 
178 
21,016 
15,054-
2.615 
56,511 
1,624 
2.,733 
C-3A C-4A 
$457,813 $1,510.749 
7.277 36.343 
139,880 556,906 
50,075 150.840 
92.,307 246.773 
46,017 144.2.16 
10,916 37,105 
42,705 114.954 
SZ,509 52,509 
39,480 52.640 
l'i0-;94'8 1930806 
2.179 
38,216 85o998 
65 
1,155 lol55 
152 . 196 
10.284 23.117 
2o898 2o897 
Io264 2o876 
10,872 10.872 
806 1.787 
52.4 524 
C-5A 
$16,489,440 
317,938 
1,660,623 
1,299,495 
3o149,287 
3,231,641 
765' 225 
488,975 
32.5.031 
99,426 
z-; 32<:J-;o-a9-
37,016 
748.521 
1,066 
7,142: 
387 
201.226 
17,939 
2:4,959 
67,349 
15,590 
3.245 
$1 0 794,513 $13,848,475 $6,551,795 $1,467,097 $1,146,098 $3,228,507 $31o2S1o410 
$714.353 $5,532.475 $2,618.028 $585,162 $455,970 'H,289.635 $12.,499,657 
OTHER 
COMB, TRUCKS 
$209o820 
14o/61 
61.525 
8o193 
105,755 
103.548 
5,447 
12' 310 
13.766 
3,296 
44i01+0 
681 
llo957 
'8 
409 
3.214 
1,035 
246 
l9l 
$609.531 
$243.184 
TOTAL 
$36,854,693 
1,2.32:,804 
9,398,610 
7,591' 057 
20,973,763 
11,192,736 
3,471,597 
9,984,929 
22,494,255 
7,770,984 
30;-339.-663 
477,665 
16,424.001 
13,755 
494,348 
30,186 
4o415o350 
1.241,521 
547,628 
4,661,107 
342.144 
224.722 
$190,177,518 
$75.995,000 
TABLE 19. MOTOR FUEL TAX REVENUE BY GROSS WEIGHT CATEGORIES !THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS J 
HAXntUH GROSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS (POUNDS l 
VEHICLE 
TYPE 6,000 10,000 14,000 18,000 22,000 26,000 32,000 
KENTUCKY 176.6 8,953.8 2,063.1 2tll0.2 2,058.4 2,108.3 2.626.8 
FEDERAL 70.5 3,575.5 823.8 842.5 822.1 842.1 1,049.4 
TOTAL 247.1 12,529.3 2,886.9 2,952.7 2,880.5 2,950.4 3,676.2 
TOTALS 
VEHICLE 
TYPE 38,000 44,000 55,000 62,000 73,200 82,000 
KEHTUCKY 2,797.5 2,385.0 4,233.4 4,606.1 14.296.5 ll,Sll.7 59,927.4 
FEDERAL 1,116.7 952.6 1,691.1 1,840.2 5, 712.3 4,599.6 23,938.4 
-----------------------rOlAL------3-,-91<+ .•. 2 ______ _3 _,_33_7_,_6 ___ ___ 5_,.__9_.2_4_,_5 ____ 6,'+~.6.3 _____ 20_,_0_08.8 _l6_,UL_3 _____ 83_,865~_8 _____ -
TABLE 20. MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES 
GENERAL FEES 
PASSENGER CARS 
FARM TRUCKS 
SCHOOL A~'D CHURCH BUSES 
MOTORCYCLES 
t~OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS 
HOUSE CARS 
---------TR:AitERS-tJR:A~!'niT-P:AS~SEm;EJn:JJrs 
TRAILERS DRAWN BY TRUCKS 
HOUSE TRAILERS 
MAXIMUM GROSS 
WEIGHT (POUNDS) 
0 - 6,000 
6,001 - lO,COO 
10,001 - 14,000 
14,001 - 18,000 
18,001 - 22:,COO 
2:2,001 - 26,000 
26,001 - 32,00.0 
32,0:)1 - 38,000 
38,001 - 44,000 
44,001 - 55,000 
55,001 - 62,COO 
62,001 - 73,280 
73,261 - 82,000 
TRUCK FEES 
$11.50 
11.50 
11.50 
5.00 
25.00 
20.00 
4.50 
19.50 
9.50 
$11.50 
24.00 
30.00 
50.00 
132.00 
160.00 
216.00 
300.00 
474.00 
544.00 
588.00 
750.00 
840.00 
TABLE 21. TOTAL REVEtillE GENERATED (THOUSAUOS OF DOLLARS) 
STANDARD 
& COMPACT SUBCOI'lPACT 
AUTOS AUTOS PICKUPS BUSES 
FUEL TAX 
KENTUCKY 88,2:67 8,$65 30,717 2,400 
FEDERAL 35,284 3,541 12,273 958 
OTHER FEDERAL TAXES 6r472 1,008 2., 396 67 
REGISTRATION FEES, 67,152: l0r462: 28,443 527 
OPERATORS LICENSEr 
USAGE TAXES 
ROAD TOLLS 7r850 lrZ39 3,361 52 
OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS {A) 49,547 7,7}9 18,342: 511 
MOTOR CARRIER TAXES 51 8 19 118 
TOTAL 254,62.3 :sz,a4z. 95,551 4,633 
MAXHIUtl GROSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR Tf!UCKS (POUNDS J 
TOTAL 
------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------
6,000 10r000 14,000 18,000 22,000 26,000 32.,000 ' 38,000 44,000 55,000 62,000 73,280 82.,000 
FUEL TAX 2.7~8 KENTUCKY 177 8,954 2.,063 2,110 2.,058 2,108 2rP27 2,385 4,2:33 4,606 14,2:97 llr512 190,177 
FEDER},l 71 3r576 824 843 822 842 1,049 l.lr7 953 lr691 1r840 5, 712 
4,599 75,995 
OTHER FEDERAL TAXES 66 4~575 996 1,002: 972 980 962 9 6 811 1,407 1?403 4,192 3,367 31,622: 
REGISTRATION FEES, 736 2r812 712 945 863 1,593 1,094 769 1. 762 1,593 2,02:7 5,817 7,134 134,441 
OPERATORS liCEUSE, ' 
USAGE TAXES 
I 
ROAD TOLLS 9 103 52 73 70 82 265 261 255 503 634 2:,165 1,802: 18,776 
I 
OTHER FEDERAL FUNDS fA) 32 2.258 492 495 480 484 475 467 400 694 692 2:,069 1,663 86,820 
' I 
MOTOR CARRIER TAXES 3 176 38 39 38 38 36 37 31 54 
' 
54 162 130 1,032 
TOTAL 1,094 2:2,454 5,177 5,507 5,303 6,127 6,508 6,3l5 6,597 10,175 11,2:56 34,414 30,2.07 538,863 
! 
i 
(A) FUNDS RECEIVED FROM THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY !AOHHUSTRATIOU IH EXCESS OF THOSE PAID BY KENTUCKY I!H FEDERAL 
MOTOR FUEL TAXES, USE TAXES, AND TAXES ON AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS. ! 
TABLEt~. SL'~~HARY OF I!EVEHl!E G~t!EI!ATEO VERSUS E>:f'Eil~lTLTES (CALEfmAR YE.~R 191\0) 
l REVEt:UE At:CI EXPEHDITUR~S IN THCUS.l.~~:JS OF DOLLARS l 
EXPEimiTU~E RESf'c::SIE!L!TY 
PERCEIH o;ce!~ITURE 
>:ESPC:~si'HLITY 
USER REvE:~UE GEflEPAHD 
PERCENT P.EVE:~UE GE.'l~!.XOEO 
RATIO OF FERCENT RE\'':t!U~ 
G~I~ERAHD TO PEF.C~r;T 
EXPEtiDHU~E R.:r,;oc~ISWlLITT 
IMPACT OF ALTtRNATIVE 
TAX SCHEMES lAl 
REVENUE GENERATED L-;:TH 
~0.12 PER GALLC:l fU~L 
TAX Oil TRUCKS 
PERCENT REVWUE GEil:;!u::o 
RATtO OF REVEilUE GEN!::F'.\.TEO 
TO EXPENOlTUF<ES 
REVEtiUE GENERATED loliTH 
$0.11> PER GALLON FUEL 
TAX Otl TRUC~.S 
PERCENT P.EVENUE GEtlERIITEO 
RATIO OF REVENUE GEim'lATEO 
TO EXPEfiDITl:RES 
HAXH:UM GROSS lolE!GHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS lPCU!-llJSl 
STAI:OA!<O 
& CC:IPACT SUBC0''1PACT 
,\
1-'TDS AUTOS P!Cf;IJPS ~US':5 O,O()J 10,000 H,OOO 18 1000 U,OOO 
20,915 
~11.63 3.83 12.55 ~.;s o.:::e 5.92 1. 74 2.19 1. 75 
47.25 
1.64 
~54.624 
46.90 
1.62 
45.55 
1.58 
6.0~ 
1.57 
6.05 
1.56 
32,042 
5,67 
1.5~ 
95,SS1 
17.7",; 
1.41 
95.S<o1 
17.60 
1.40 
95.541 
1? .Q9 
l. 36 
4,623 1,0~4 <!2,454 
o.c5 o.:::J 4.17 
().31 0.71 0.70 
.. ,633 l,ll() 22,<o70 
85 0.<!1 4.14 
31 0.71 0.70 
4,633 1,191 :2,535 
c.a:s n 4.03 
o.3) Js o.c.a 
5,177 
0.96 
o.ss 
5,213 
0. 96 
0.55 
5,360 
0. 96 
0.55 
5.507 
t.n 
C.47 
5.555 
1. 0~ 
0,4.,. 
s, 74'7 
1.03 
0.•<7 
5,303 
0.96 
0.56 
5,356 
0.99 
O.S'l 
l.OO 
0.57 
REVEf.'IJE GENE~ATED loliTH 254,624 95' 541 5.SS4 5, 9S6 5,634 $0.21 I'ER GALLON fUEL 
TAX C\l TWCI',S -----.CCJ~--CCC<(o-,wo-o:iC;--,~,----.:o,;---,u;,----;::o;-------------PEl<CE!10RE'VEnUE-IO'El1ERATED ___ Itf:""il)- 5.67 16 4'f o.SO 0.23 3.9Z 0.96 1.03 1.01 RATIO OF REVENUE GEN~RATEO 1.52 1.46 1 31 0.<:9 o.az 0.66 0.55 0.47 0,55 TO EXPENDITURES 
REVHILIE GENERATED WITH 
~0.36 PER GAllCil FUEL 
TAX Otl TRUCKS 
PERCENT REVENUE GEtlERATEO 
RATIO OF REVEf.'IJE GEilERATEO 
TO EXPEHOITUP.ES 
EXPEIIDITURE RESPOiiSI8Il!T'J' 
.PERCENT EXPEtlOITURE 
RESPct/SI8ILITY 
U5ER REVWUE GENERATED 
PERCENT REVENUE GENERATED 
RATIO OF PERCENT RE\'EilUE 
GEl:EPAH:D TO FEPC~NT 
EXPEtlDITlCRE RESPmJSIBILITY 
IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE 
TAX SCKEHES (A l 
REVENUE GENERATE[} 1-l!TH 
~0.12: PER GALlml fUEL 
TAX ON TRUCKS 
PERCEtlT REVEIIUE GENERATED 
ltl:iTIO··· 01' .. RE\~"EiiUE" .. GEHERXfED 
TO EXPEtlOITURES 
REVENIJE GENERATED loliTH 
$0.16 PER GALLON FUEL 
TAX Oil TRUCKS 
PERCEtlT REVHIUE GENERATED 
RATIO OF REVEIIUE GEHERATEO 
TO EXPEilOlTURES 
REVENUE GENERATED WITH 
$0.~1 PER GALLOil FUEL 
TAX ON TRUCKS 
PERCENT REVEHUE GEtlERATEO 
RATIO OF REVEflUE GENCRATED 
TO EXPEtiDITURES 
REVENUE GENERATED WITH 
$0.36 PER GALLON FUEL 
TAX ON TRUCKS 
PERCENT REVENUE GENERATED 
RATIO OF REVEtfJE GEI~ERATEO 
TO EXPEtiDITURES 
Z54,6Z.4 
39.8~ 
l.38 
n,54Z. 
5.13 
1. 32 
95.541 
14.93 
1.19 
4,633 1,755 z.z,a57 
o.n o.~e 3.57 
o.~6 0.96 o.6o 
6.194 
0.97 
0.56 
6, 705 
1.05 
0.48 
1.04 
0.5~ 
H,\XH:ut! G'lOSS WEIGHT CLASS FOR TRUCKS IPOliHOSl 
TOTAlS 
~6,000 32,000 38,0~0 44,0CO 55 1 000 62:,000 73.280 e~.ooo 
9 1 515 13,506 13,702 U,49'f Z0,795 2t.459 69.337 55,026 536,863 
1.77 2.51 2.~ 2.13 !.M 4.17 12.87 10.21 100.00 
6,127 6,506 6,395 6,597 10,1'75 11.2:56 34,4l<t 30.207 536,863 
1.14 1-21 L19 1.22 t89 2.09 6.3'f 5.61 100.00 
0.1>4 0,48 0.47 0.57 0.49 o.so o.so 0.!:5 100.00 
6,190 6,700 6,638 6,810 10,556 11,674 35,711 31,252 542,880 
1.14 1.2ot. .:r,_,_l:.2:. 1.25 lSio. 2.15--- 6.S8 s.-76 loo.oo a·:e;·:• o.49 o.48 o.59 o.so o.52 o.51 o.56 1.oo 
6,441 7,470 '7,6o9 7,664 u.081 13,345 40,695 35,433 559,coo 
1.15 1.3'o 1.36 1.37 2.16 2.39 7 •. 32 6.34 100.00 
0.65 O.S] 0.5'+ 0.64 0.56 Oo57 0.5'7 0,62 1.00 
6,755 6,432 8,623 8.731 l3,988 15.435 4'7,377 40,658 579,291 
1.17 1.46 1.52 1.51 2.41 2.66 8.18 7.02 100.00 
0.66 0.58 0.60 0.71 0.62 0.64 0.64 0.69 LOO 
7,697 11,319 1Z,464 11,931 19,706 21,703 66,622 56.335 639,760 
1.20 1.77 1.95 1.67 3.06 3.39 10.45 8.81 100.00 
o.66 o. 11 o. 77 0.87 o.eo o.61 0.81 o.e6 1.00 
fA\ THE FOUR ALTEllHATIVE TAX SCHEH~S A'lE FCR THE l'f80 TAX STRUCTURE \oiiTH HOTO::< FUEL TAX OF >0.09 PER GALLON 011 VEHICLES \liTH nm A::LES MJO VARIATICl15 lFRDH $0.1: TO $0.36 PER GAtLC~O IN THE MOTOP. fUEL TAX Otl VEHICLES lollTH THRE~ OR ~CrtE AXLES. 
APPENDIX A 
METHODS OF DETERMINIHG COSTS OF BRIDGES 
The following 1 ist of variables were considered for inclusion in the mathematical 
mode 1: 
Contract year Length 
Out-to-out width Driving width 
Deck area Minimum beam depth 
Maximum beam depth Single or twin bridges 
Number of supports Number of spans 
Skew angle River crossing or not 
Rai !road crossing or not Maximum span length 
The contract year was included to account far changing construction costs with time. 
Some independent variables were interactive or represented similar data. The 
bridge out-to-out-width was tested against driving width; only one was to be 
included in the model. Interactive variables such as deck area, length, and width 
competed independently for inclusion in the model. 
Notably missing from the I ist of independent variables is _the highway system 
---•C-1-ass-i_f_Lca.t-Lon-·---T-h<Lt-Ln_f-ot'ma-lc-i-on-was--n-o_t__a_v_aj_Lab_Le-Ln ___ the_samp_Le_d_a_t_a_se_L __ Us.i .n .g 
deck area as the only indicator of cost, the Division of Bridges provided the 
information, based on a smal J sample, summarized in Table Al. In 1980, the unit 
costs were almost identical for federal-aid and non-federal-aid systems. There 
was an obvious difference in 1979, but the unit cost for federal-aid bridges that 
year appeared high in comparison with 1978 and 1980. It was assumed that a 
satisfactory mathematical model could be obtained to estimate construction cost 
without including the highway system classification. 
Several equation forms were investigated: 
ContrBct price = k + lk' x Al + 
Contract price 
Jn <Contract price) 
lk" x A-squaredl+ ... +lk'" x Bl 
+ ••• 
= k + lk' X Al + lk" X Bl + ... 
= k + lk' x In CAll + Ck" x Jn CBll 
+ .•• 
where A and B represent independent 
variables and the k's represent 
·coefficients. 
The In-equation form proved superior, as was anticipated, since inflation historically 
affects costs somewhat exponentially. 
Using deck area and contract year as the only independent variables, the following 
equation resulted: 
Contract price = 127,630 
+ 46,952 x '<contract year- 1975) 
+ 48.98 x <deck area, sq ftl 
r-square = 0.709 
Mallow's Cp = 146.6 
Using the exponential form, 
ln <contract price) = 4.136 
+ 0.07922 x lnCcontract year- 1975) 
+ 0.9404 x lnCdeck ar·ea, sq ft) 
r-square = 0.852 
Mallow's Cp = 38.7 
\I lowing many independent variables to compete for a position in the equation, the 
lowest Mal low's Cp was obtained for 
lnCContract price) = 3.6645 
Note that 
bridge or 
Comparing 
that 
+ 0. 0888 X 
- 0.1741 X 
+ 0.8274 X 
+ 0.3435 X 
r-square 
Mallow's Cp 
lnCcontract year - 1975) 
Cnumber of bridges) 
lnCdeck area, sq ftl 
In Cmax span I ength, ft) 
= 0.867 
= 4.36 
the •number of bridges' in 
2 for twin bridges. 
the above equation equals 1 for a single 
these models using r-square, or preferrably Mallow's Cp, it is noted 
1l the exponential form is vastly superior, as demonstrated in the two deck area-
contract yenr mode Is, and 
2l the four-variable exponential equation is supefior to the deck area - contract 
year models. 
----- --- - ----- - - ------
The four-variable exponential equation was derived iTsTng·--3-47--5Tidg-es--ret: --to ----------------
oontract from 1975 thr·ough 1979. This equation was then applied to all bridges. Data 
for bridges were contained in a bridge inventory file maintained by the Department of 
Transportation. However, data were missing for some bridges, and thus a contract price 
oould not be found. For those bridges with complete data entries, the current 
oonstruction costs were calculated. The average cost of those bridges was found and 
Jsed to estimate the cost of the other bridges. 
TABLE Al. BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Unit Cost Per Square Foot 
Contract Feder a I Sample Non-Federa I Sample 
Year Aid Size Aid Size 
1978 $'t5.64 15 N/A 
197 9 $70.43 31 $50.73 21 
1980 $54.52 32 $55.23 15 

